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Wild West Saving the Soldiers
-OR-

ARIETTA'S GREAT RIDE
F. A . .Brig_qs,

By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER I.
THE DRITING CANOE.

In a little grove of cottonwoods, on the bartk of the San
Juan River, at the extreme northwestern part of th e territory of New Mexico, were camped a party of eight one cool
evening in Spring a few years ago.
The river was swollen from the effects of the water that
came down from the mountains, for the snow was beginning
to melt, and what would simply be dry, crooked furrows in
1.-he earth in a few weeks were now the beds for rushing torrents.
By climbing one of the taller of the cottonwoods one m ight
be able to look upon two States and two territories of the
United States ·without being compelled to strain his power
of vision, for it was jus t ·where Utah, Colorado, Arizona and
New Mexico came together, the camp being in the domain of
the latter named territory , as has been stated.
It wi::.s certainly a picturesque spot. The sun had just gone
down, and the slanting streaks of yellow and gold tinted the
western sky that l::i,y as a backgroi,in d for the snow-coxered
peaks and the lower ridges, wh ere ffi.e dark green foliage of
the firs and pi nes blended with t he gray and brown rocks.
The camp was located in a place that was well suited for
such a purpose. It had the water that was needed and the
g-rass for the horses right at hand. and the cottonwoods and
the underbrush that grew thickly among them served to break
off the chill wind that came down from the mountains to the
n orth.
It was evident that the party had just arrived there, for
the work of putting up two t ents was being pushed rapidly,
while a Chinaman was in the act of kindling a fire, as our
story opens.
The leader of this party of eight was Young Wild West,
the Champion Deadshot, who was probably the best known
hero of the Wild West at the t ime of which we write.
Though but a boy, he had passed through more thrillin g
adventures and hairbreadth escapes than usually falls to the
lot of a man, no matter in what part of the world he may
have lived in.
But Young Wild West had been born when the West was
in a state of turmoil from the Indian outbreaks and the lawless bands of ·whites that oreyed upon travelers and hid themselves in the fastnesses of the moun tains.
It seemed that the boy could not' be satisfied unless he was
running into some kind of danger, so he made it his business
to travel about the wildest parts of the West a n d look for
adventure and fort une at the same t ime.
Wild, as he was called by his friends, was always cool under the most trying conditions an d possessed a ju dgmen t t hat
genera.ls and other army o:tfice1·a had relied upo:a. aJld found

that their confidence in the young deadshot had n ot been
misplaced.
Besides being a crack shot with both rifle and revolver, t he
boy was a perfect athlete, and he always kept hi1i!self in
training, fo r the out<loor life he led was bound to keep any
one in good form.
With him were his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and ·
Jim Dart, on this occasion-and they always went with him,
in fact, for they had learned to regard the dashing boy almost
as a brother, and they were always ready to do as he suggested.
Cheyenne Charlie was a well known Fcout, but he had
chosen to keep the company of Young Wild W est rather than
to follow up his profession continually.
H is wife, Anna, was with him on this trip across the mountains, as were the sweethearts of Young Wild West an d Jim
Dart.
'i ·he latter named were Arietta Murclocl: a·1d Eloise Gardner, tw o young girls in their teen s.
Of the three femal es of the pa r ty Ariet ta was the only one
who had been born and reared in the We;;;t. "L ike her dashing young lover, she could shoot accura t e and ride a horse t o
perfecti_on. She also possessed a coolness and bre.very th at
was remarkable fo r a girl.
Anna and Eloise h ad learned considerable from the rather
dangerous outdoor lif e they had been leading for several
months, and they knew a great deal about the use -0f fire arms and liked that s ort of life. ·
Jim Dart, who was a boy abo:.: t the same a ge of our hero,
was also a native of the Wild W est, so it is needless to say
that he was perfectly able to take care of himself.
Young- Wild West and his nartners bad been very lucky
since their close · relationship began, and they all had comfortabl e incomes from the mines they were interested in.
Trus gave them the chance to ride about the country on
horseback and enjoy life in the way that suited them.
They were always attired in neat-fitting buckskin hunting
suits and they carried the best 17.rada of weapons and rode t he
best horses that money could buy.
The girls , too, dressed in r egular Wild West style, an d a s
they were all pret,ty, they made a fine appearance when ·riding
with their escorts.
But the most of our readers are pretty well acquainted with
Young Wild West and his f1i ends, so we will not go into any
further description of them.
Let it suffice when w e say that they were all ever ready to
do a good turn to a fellow-being, and t 11at th ey would st ick
·
to the right, no matter what the cost.
The two Chinamen, who made up th e num he ,· of eight in
t,h e party, were brothers named Wing Wah an rl Hop Wah.
Wing was the cook, and just what might be t ermed a plain,
ordinary Celestial, honest and ahvays willing to sei'Ve hi1
·
employers.
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Hop was also pretty honest, anrl he was a valuable acquisi- all right, you are. But yer couldn't have done me any good,
tion to the party, since he h a d s:.ved the lives of more than not if yer had found me as soon as ther shoot.ln' stopped. I
one of them at different t,imes.
thank yer, jest ther same, though."
. .
He was far above the average of his race, since he was an ~ Wild quickly seized the prow of the canoe as it came w1thm
expert sleight-of-hand performer, a pronounced gambler and his reach and swung it around side to the bank.
car<l-sharp, a sort of humorist and liked "tanglefoot," as he
The stream was swollen so it was almost even with the spot
called whisky, a little too much sometimes.
they we:re standing on, so it was not much of a task to pull
So much for Hop Wah for the present.
the craft right out upon the dry land.
Young Wild West and his friends had covered a rather
The unfortunate man was breathing heavily now.
long distance that day, and they were pleased at reaching the
All hands, even to the girls, knew that only minutes marked
river and finding such a fine spot to camp at.
his stay of life.
They had not seen the least sign of a human being during
But he was conscious of all that was taking place, and for
the day, but that did not discomfort them any, or make a dying- man, he was very cool and collected.
them feel uneasy, for they were used to it.
"A little liquor will do me more good than anything-," he
The two tents were put up properly and then our hero said, hoarsely. ":Pon't go ter movin' me, or ther blood will
stepped to the bank of the swollen stream and took a look git goin' fresh. I'm all but in, an' if yer tried ter lift me
both up and down it.
out of ther canoe I'd. die afore yer could do it."
He hardly expected to see anything- out of the ordinary,
Hoo, the Chihaman, quickly produced a flask of whisky
but it was simply from the force of habit that made him take from one of the several inside pockets he had in that loosea survey of his su:·roundings befol'e it got dark.
fitting, gown-like coat of his.
His two partners stepped after him, and just as they
Cheyenne Charlie seized it, and the next minute he was
reached his side a canoe came floating from behind a bend in allowing some of the contents to trickle down the throat of
the stream a hundred yards above them.
the dying man.
.
To all appearances it was empty and the swift current was
A slight tinge of color came to his face almost immebearing it along until it struck some snag or was dashed upon diately and his eyes grew brighter.
the rocks of some ,rapids, and then it would pass out of ex"That's ther stuff!" he exclaimed. "Ther only time liquor
istence.
ever was good fur anything is when it's used ter revive a
"Injuns," said Cheyenne Charlie, laconically, as he twisted dyin' person. Now I'll tell yer how I come ter be here. I'm
his long mustache and looked at the canoe.
a trapper, named Martin Lockman, an' I've lived in a log
"There ·are where that came from, I have no doubt, Char- shanty fur over tlll'ee years about fifteen miles up ther river.
lie," answerec' our hero. "But just how far away that is it is About three hours ar.;,o a crowd of Navajo Injuns, with their
hard to tell."
,...;
·
war-point on, swooped clown on my shanty an' started ter
On came the canoe, now proceeding evenly and straight clean things out. I put up a mighty good fight, but 'twan't
ahead and then darting to the right or left as the uncertain no use, an' I had ter light out. I got in one of ther canoes
tide took it.
they had come clown ther river with an' started ter git away
It was nearly opposite the camp when Young Wild West putty quick. But they sent a dozen or more shots at m'.!, an'
called the girls to sec it, for he now could tell that it was dovm I went to ther bottom of ther canoe. I've been right
really a fine specimen of a birchbark canoe.
here ever since, expectin' ter die every minute. That's all
"Oh!" exclaimed Arietta, ar, she saw the frail craft come there is ter it, friends. Ther Navajoes is on ther war-path,
whirling along; "it will be a shame to allow that canoe to go so look out fur 'em."
to destruction, Wild. Get your lariat and try and catch it.
His lips ceased to move then and his eyes rolled in his
It is not too fa1· out."
head.
•
"Vlhy, we have no use for a canoe, Et," was tl1e reply. "But
It was,plain that the end was near.
just for the fun of it, I ·will try to catch it. Hop, fetch me a
Charlie gave him a little more of the liquor and h.e revived
lariat-quick!"
again.
"Allee light, Mi<:ler Wild," came the reply from the China"Look out fur ther red galoots!"
said, faintly. "I seen
man, and with r ern:ukable auickness he brou;!ht the rcpe.
as many as fifty of 'em, but I don't ]mow how many more
The young deadshot was ju3t as expert with a lasso as he there is around. They must have broke loose from ther reserwas with. a 1ifle or revolver.
vation, an' they're goin' ter clean up all ther palefaces they
He quickly coiled it an<l arranged the noose to suit his come across. Look out fur--"
fancy.
'That was all he could say, for at that moment he collapsed.
Then he made r eady Co make the cast and drop the noose
Two minutes later the man was dead.
over the bow of the little craft.
"Ther poor g·aloot has passed in his chips," said the scout,
At that very moment a human hand and arm suddenly solemnly. "He's all in; he's played ther game an' lost."
raised from the canoe.
"That's right, Charlie," answerE-'{t Wild. "So the Navajoes
Young- Wild ·west ::md his comp~mions were surprised to have broken out, have they? That means tliat we have got to
see t.bis.
be on the lookout. The man said it was about fifteen miles
"Hello!" called out the boy.
above here where he was attacked, but it may be further or
4
"Hello!" came in a 'eeble tone from the canoe.
nearer, for he could hardly tell how far he drifted. He might
Our l1ero did not wait any long-er.
have recoR"Tiized tl1e olace here , tho11gh."
Whiz!
"I think he d'id, Wild," spoke up Arietta. "I saw him look
The lariat whirled out,warcl ::>nd circled and quivered over around :just after he took the driuk from Charlie. I have an
th..12__ canoe foT a seco;y\.
idea that he knew just where he was."
'Then, With a quicl~ !nOVCffi l:'Tit ']JP clashing- VOU11g ·west- . "Well, if hP did, it means that we are within fifteen miles
erner caused the noose to drop squo.rcly over the proj 2cting of a band of hostile redskins. I can't imagine what ever
bow.
started the Navajoes to go on the war-path. I have always
He slowly drew the rone taut ancl the little craft of birch- considered them the least bloodthirsty of any of the tribes
bark turned and headed for the shoTc.
about here. Must be the doings of some chief who has sudWild knew that he must not go at it too strong-. or he denly become crazed over what his forefathers accomplish~d."
mig-ht lose the canoe. for the rooe cculd easily slio off.
"I guess we had better get supper as quickly as possible
He pulled it in g-ently, and as it neared them they could and ther1 put out the fire," Jim Dart suggested. "It will soon
see the figure of an old man lying in the bottom.
be dark, and if any of the red demons come prowling around
His gray hair and beard weTe conr picuously streaked with this way they will see the blaze."
the crimson that had fl.owed from his own veins, alncl one
"Well, the air will be chilly pretty soon," retorted our hero.
glance at the pale face convlnccd our het·o that he was all but "It is _getting· that way now.. A fire won't be a bad thing to
done for.
have. I guess we'll take the chances of keeping the fire going.
"Keep a stiff upper lip, pard !" he. called out encouragingly. We can hide it from sight with some of those cedars over
"Vve will soon fix you up."
there. Hop, get at work and cut some of them right away."
"Allee light, Mister Wild," and the Celestial hastened to
"Yer mean all right, but it can't be done," was the rather
faint reply. "I'm shot in a dozen different places, I reckon. obry.
"I rx:kon we may as well dig a grave an' bury ther poor
Ther redskins sartinly fixed me, an' ther time has come fur
me ter go. I was .iest droppin' off when I heard ther voices galoot," observed Cheyenne Charlie.
"Yes, I suppose the quicker it is done the better," was the
of white people. Then I puts up my hand ter let yer know
t;,hat there was a little bit of life in ther canoe yet. You're young deadsliot's reply.

he
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They were faint, but his ears were sharp, and he knew what
the sounds were right away.
The scout quickly made for the camp.
He aroused Wild and Jjm in a hurry,
"Somebody's comin'!" he exclaimed.
Our hero at once placed himself in an attitude of listening
"There is more than one horse; probably half a dozen," he
said. "I guess they are shod, too. They sound like cavalry
horses to me, boys."
The horses were coming over the trail that led along the
river bank, and directly toward them, so they were soon to
find out all about them.
, The three got behind the trees, close to the trail, and
waited.
The next minute they saw the forms of several horses and
riders.
One glance told YoUllg Wild West that they were not Indians.
He could see the glimmer of steel in the starlight and he
knew it came from buckles and the scabbards of the short
CHAPTER II.
swords cavalrymen are usually equipped with.
There were just six of the horsemen and they were going
THE SOLDiljlRS.
right on past the camp.
But Wild decided to halt them, so he called out:
1'he last glimmer of the sunset had disappeared from the
there!"
"Hello,
night
and
songs,
their
ceased
had
birds
the
western horzion;
"Hello!" came the reply, in a startled tohe of voice, and
was at hand.
came to a halt.
The air was raw and chilly and the blazing fire in the camp then the horsemen reined up and into
view.
Wild and his partners stepped
of Young Wild West and his friends sent out a grateful
"We are friends," he said, ~mly. ..There is a band of
warmth.
a bit careSeveral cedars had been cut and they were placed in a circle hostile Navajoes up that way, so you had better be
about the fire, or rather the biggest part of a circle, for the ful how you proceed."
"Who are you?" came the reply, as the leader of the cavtwo ends came up to the tents.
to them.
. The _light was thus pretty well shut off, and unless one got alry detachment rode up close
"Young Wild West is my name."
right mto the grove of cotonwoods, and was searching for a
"Ah! I g-uess I have heard of you, then," and the man
'
fire, it could hardly be discovered.
look at the young deaclshot.
Directly behind the two tents was a high bank that sloped leaned over to get a better
"Well, I am g-lad you have heard of me. My two partners,
up to the plateau that overlooked the river.
You must
This would afford a pretty good shelter from that direction, Ch~yenne Charlie and Jin1 Dart, are here with me.
a:n,d the trees, which were pretty close together, were on either have heard of them, too." the ones we want."
"Oh, yes. You are just
side.
"Is that so?" asked Wild.
The river was right at what might be called the front.
"Yes, providing you will agree to help us out."
It was not what might be .termed a very good spot in case
"Well, you had better dismount and stop here with us till
of an attack from Indians, but Young Wild West figured that
or fifteen mi1es in the way v0u
it would be all right, providing they lrnew of the approach morning. If you ride on ten
were g-oing you'll get into a nest of redskins. and the·11 yo11'1l
of the enemy.
are at least fifty of thein."
There were no stones or boulders about that might be roll'ed have a hot time of it,ifor there
"By Jove! I am glad you stopped us, Young Wild West. I
up to form a breastwork, but a fallen tree near by was
we sent out the <lay before
trimmed of its branches and dragged up and placed so it am looking for two India!ls scouts
yesterday to locate the band of Navajoes you speak of. I
could be -used as a shield if necessity demanded it.
fea1· somethinis has happened to them."
All this took but a short time.
"Was they Nav~dces?" Charlie asked.
And while it was going on at least one of our frends was
"Yes." was the reply.
keeping a i_iokout for danger.
"Most likely they've j'ined in with ther gang, then. Yer
"I suppose we could find a much better place if we went
around and got upon the 1idge up there," said our hero, can't trust an Injun, nohow." them, all right. They have
"Oh, I · guess we could trust
nodding in the direction he refened to. "But I guess we will
true."
take the chances and stay right here. I hardly think we will been tried many times and always found
"M,.ybe they ain't been scoutin' after Injuns of their own
be bothered to-night, anyhow. If we ke\p on in the same
direction we have been traveling- we may run across the red- tribe."
"Well, I can't say that they ever have. This is the fir,,t
skins. We are pretty well hidden in this grove. and unless
in years. It came entirely
the Navajoes are heading this way they are not likely to-get trouble the Navajoes have caused
get them the better it will be,
here to-night. They won't travel during the night anyhow unexpected, and the quicker we
on the reserunless they have a purpose in view. They don't know that we for there is a spirit of unrest among the redskins
vation."
are here, and that is certain."
The cavalrymen now dismounted and led their horses inl;o
Charlie was the first to go on watch.
He was to continue for three hours straight; then Jim the camp of our friends.
The leade1· of the little detachment introduced himself as
would take his turn for a like time, and then Wild was to stay
Lieutenant Hager, of the Fourth Nebraska Cavalry.
on guard till daylight.
The t1·oop he belonged to was stationed at a little trading
The three were well used to this sort of work, and even
it was from there that
if they had not learned from the dying trapper that there post about fifty miles to the east, and
to hunt for some signs of
were hostile Indians about the vigil during the night would the detachment of six had come
the two Navajo scouts that had been sent out to locate tbe
have been kept.
.
.
re!:>!!llious r~dskins.
,
walk
would
scout
the
Ininutes
At intervals of every fl.fteen
soon explan:,ed why it was that he and
up and down the river bank to a distance of about a hundred . Young vV:ild West
~us companions happened to be m that part of the count;y
yards from each side of the camp.
Just then.
went.
and
came
Ten minutes flitted by and an houl'
Young Wild West soon explained why it was that he and
No sounds broke the stillness of the night save the unceashis companions happened to be in that ,p art of the country
ing whir of the rushing water and chirping of the insects.
"I reckon ther redskins ain't colnin' this way to-night," just then.
He also told how the dying trapper had drifted down the
muttered the scout. "But it's jest as well te1· be on ther lookregarding the Inout .fur 'em. I'm s'prised ter hear that tne1· Navajoes has river in the canoe and the information
gave up the
broke out an' got on tl1er rampage; but there's no trustiu' dians they had gleaned from him before he
ghost.
any of 'em. There never was_a good Injun, anyhow!"
Lieutenant Hager shook his head, and he appeared to be
Just then the unr.1istakable sounds of horses' hoofs came
rather uneas;1 when he heard this.
to the scout's ears.

They had the necessary implements to do the digging, since
they always carried a set of prospecting tools, and the scout
and Jim got right at work.
They found a soft piece of 4i"round, and in a few minutes
they had the grave deep enough to answer the purpose.
Then Charlie made a search of the poor fellow'.s clothing
and took what few articles there were there and laid them
in a heap on the ground.
"He ain't worth much," he said. "Most likely what money
he had was in his shanty. Well, let's git him under, poor
galoot!"
The task was soon done and then they got ready to eal
the supper, which was now ready and waiting.
It was quite da1·k when they were done eating the meal,
and. t_hen it was that Young Wild We.st began to prepare for
a visit from the hostile Navajoes.
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"If there are more than fifty of them they will give us
no end of trouble before we get through with them," he said.
"My troop is the only one within a hundred and fifty miles
of here just now."
"Well, I guess we'll help you out," said Wild in his cool
and easy way. "It makes no difference if there was a hundred
of the redskins. If we go at them right we can soon tame
them down, I think."
"I like to hear you talk that way, Young -Wild West. I
know your reputation as a government scout, and I hardly
think there is any one who can handle hostiles as well as
you can. If you will help us out it will be doing a good
ict for the benefit of everybody."
•
"Everybody 'cept ther red galoots what goes under," added
the scout, smiling in his grim way.
The soldiers unsaddled their horses and made themselves
comfortable.
The girls had of course been awakened by their arrival,
but they did not show themselves.
Wild had told the lieutenant and his men that they had
three ladies with them, and they were not a little surprised.
But the dashing young deadshot assured them that the
girls would not hinder them any, since they could all put
up a good fight.
"If we can't hold this camp against a hundred Navajo warriors I'll give up the business !" he declared. "Navajoes are
not like Apaches, you know, Lieutenant Hager."
"No; they are supposed to be more civilized," was the
reply.
"But it's born in 'em to do bad, an' every once in a
while they git it in their heads that they must," Cheyenne
Charlie declareq.
Since there were six more of them in the camp, the arrangement of the guard was changed, and our three friends
were enabled to get a little more sleep than they had fig'lred on getting.
·
A strict watch was kept during the night, but it proved to
l>e hardly •necessary, for nothing was heard· of the redskins.
When morning dawned it was found that the river had
risen nearly a foot during the night, which went to show
that the snow on the mountain was fast turning into water
from the rays of the sun during the day.
Young Wild West and his friends had intended to go
right ahead until they struck some mining camp, for it was
in such places they generally met with the adventures they
were continually seeking.
·
Finding gold mines had become a sort of regular thing
tor them1 _and they had profited largely from their luck.
Just _wnich way to go now our hero had not made up his

mind.

He knew it would be advisable to seek a place where they
would find a good refuge in case they were attacked by the
Indians, but just where such a place was in that vicinity
he did not know.
But there was one thing certain, and that was that if the
water rose another foot the camp would be flooded, for it
was already over the bank.
Cheyenne Charlie was just in time to rcatch the canoe the
dying trapper had come down the stream in as it was floatinf. from the spot tbPy had left it upon the night before.
'Wild," said he, as he hauled the canoe back among the
trees and made it fast to one of them with a piece of rope,
"I reckon we'd better move ter higher ground."
"That's right, Charlie," was the reply. "We'll have breakfast, and then we'll move along a mile or two and take to
the ridge above us. I guess we can· find a way to ride up
there without having to go so very fat."
"I should reckon so," and the scout walked to the edge
of the grove and took a look at the country ahead of him.
Lieutenant Hager was plainly worried about the two In~
dian scouts.
"If the redskins are as close by as you say they should
have been on the way back yesterday," he said.
"You were following their trail, then?" our hero asked.
"Yes; we followed the trail where they had cr°'ssed the
river about twenty miles up. We got there last m.ght at
sunset, and as soon as we got over to this side we struck
the tracks of their horses and came right on until we reached
your can1p."
"Well, I guess you were not following · the trail of vour
[ndian scouts after you crossed the river," said Wild. ''You
struck our trail then. There were no hoof-prints when we
came along-of that I am certain."

"Is that so?" and the lieutenant looked surprised.
"That's as sure as yer live!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
The lieutenant was a little puzzled to hear this.
"The scouts might have hidden their trail for a purpose,"
suggested Jim Dart.
"That might be."
"Well, come on; we'll look for higher ground as soon as
we get breakfast," remarked our hero. "I guess the cook
has it pretty nearly ready. Lieutenant, you won't have
to use any of your rations. We have got plenty of grub,
and it is of the very best too."
The officer nodded satisfactorily.
"I am glad of that," he said. "There is no telling how
long we will be away from the post."
They all had their breakfast soon after that.
Before they sat down to the meal, however, the girls were
introduced to the soldiers.
Lieutenant Hager shook his head as he heard them laughing as gaily as though there was no such a thing as danger
lurking anywhere about.
"It would be a great deal better if they were not here,"
. he said to Jim, who sat .next to him.
"Oh, I guess they'll pull through all right," was the reply.
"They have been among hostile Indians before. Why, Arietta
has been captured almost a score of times, I guess."
Hager was amazed to hear this.
"I hope nothing like it happens now," he said.

CHAPTER III.
WILD FINDS THE CAMP OF THE REDSKINS.

Young Wild West ordered the Chinamen to load the packhorses as soon as the breakfast was through with.
He knew that the water would most likely con inue to
rise during the day, so it would not be well for them to
remain there.
Anyhow, it was not a very secure place, in case the redskins bothered them.
"We'll find a place within a mile or two from here," he
said. "Then we'll soon locate the hostile Navajoes. After
that is done we can work from our temporary headquarters.
However, lieutenant, it would be a good idea for you to
send after the rest of the men at the post."
"I was thinking of doing- that," was the reply.
"How many 'al'e there of them, anyhow?"
." There are onl'y sixty-eight of us all told," was the answer.
"And you are in command of them at present?"
"Yes, the captain left me in command, while he went with
the rest of the men to escort a company of infantry across
the desert a couple of hundred miles below here."
"The infantry are bound for the trading post on the reservation, then?"
"Yes."
"Well, it may be that they will come right through this
way. How long have they been gone?"
'About a week."
"Well, if they should happen to com~ along this way I
guess we would soon 'make short work of the Navajo uprising."
"They won't come this way," and the lieutenant shook his
head as though he was certain of it.
"Well, we will have to look after things ourselves, then.
I have agreed to help you out, and I'll do it. My partners
and myself will do what scouting there is to be done, and
when we. have found out just how many there are of the
redskins, and how they are situated, we can better understand just what course to pursue. It may be that we will
be able to clean them up before the men from the post get
here."
"If there are as many as fifty of them I hardly think
we will," was the retort, and the lieutenant shook his head and
smiled.
"You don't know about that."
Our hero seemed to mean just what he said.
"Why, would you advise attacking fifty hostile redskins?"
asked the lieutenant, looking at him keenly. "There are
only nine of us, all told."
·
"Not counting the girls and the Chinamen, yes."
"Well, it would not be advisable to let the girls bear the
brunt of battle."
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"Well, maybe there won't be so much , of a battle ab:)ut
Strategy is better than fighting sometimes."
"Oh, I see. You mean to outwit them and catch them
napping, if it is possible?"
"That's it exactly, lieutenant."
"vVell, I'll l et you have the full say about it. I have
hear d enough about you and your pards to know that you
can be relied upon. l also know that you have the documents from the government officials that place you in a
position to do a s you see fit in matters like this."
"Yes, I have got papers that every one don't get from
the government," our hero answered with a smile. "I havz
been pretty lucky in the way of being of service to the troops
at different times , and as I refuse to enlist in the service, a
special document was drawn up that empowers me to act
whenever I think it necessary, and I receive pay accordingly."
"I have heard it m entioned, Young Wild West. The moment you told me who you were I knew that we could not
have found any one better to help us out."
"WeJl, we'll do the best we can, anyhow. I like a little
scrimmage }Vith rebellious redskins now and then. It keeps
.
me in practice."
About ten minutes later they were ready to move.
Lieutenant Hager selected one of his men to ride back
to the post. ai;id sent him off before they did move, however.
"You won't fing us far away from this spot when you
get back," said Wild. "Our trail will be plain, so you can
follow it up."
The man was one who could be trusted to do the errand
properly, and h e rode away at a gallop ·on the ride of fifty
·
miles he had ahead of him.
If our friends did not come in contact with the redskins
inside of thirty-six hours they would probably be reinforced
by the rest of the sixty-eight soldiers from the post.
With them Wild was confident that he could soon subdue
the Navajoes.
They rode along the bank of the swollen river, keeping
a lookout for some way to get to the ridge above.
Just about a mile from the spot where they had been
camped they came to a place where there was a slope sufficient to permit the horses to ascend.
"He1·e we are, I r eckon," said Cheyenne Charlie. "Now,
then, I jest guess we won't be long findin' a place where we
k in make a good headquarters . There's plenty of l'Ocks up
there, an' wher e there's rocks there's caves."
Wild and Arietta led the way up the slope.
The two Chinamen came next, leading the pack-horses.
The latter were sure-footed beasts, anyhow, and they went
up with the greatest of ease.
Once on the 1·idge, which was really nothing- more than
a flat formation near the foot of the cliffs, they found that
they could make theil' way along quite ·handily.
"If the redskins have made their headquarters near the
place where they found the old trapper we will be able to
get up pretty close to them and be above them," said our
hero. "That will give us a slight advantage, lieutenant."
"That is so," was the reply of the officer, who, by the way,
was quite a young man.
They rode along for probably four or five miles before
they found the spot they were in search of.
And when they did find it they could not have come upon
one that was more suitable f or the purpose they proposed
to put it to.
It was an opening in the shape of a half circle, with perpendicular cliffs all around it, save the entrance.
A little wate1fall came tumbling down at the back of it,
and the brook ran through to the mouth of the opening and
went on down the side of the mountain to help swell the
river.
" Wilt! took a good look at the place and its surl'Oundings
before he decided upon stopping there, however.
He did not mean to put up at a place that would serve
as a so1·t of trap, providing the redskins came and saw a
way to set the trap.
When he found that there was no way to ~cend to the
top of the cliffs he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"I guess it is all right," he said. "No one could get up
there and fire down us. And if we couldn't hold off a hundred redslcins from getting in here after us we ought to be
caught and scalped, that's all!"
"I don't believe we could better ourselves any if we
hunted around all day," the lieutenant retorted. "There is
plenty of room here, too, and the horses will be as safe as
we are ourselves."
it.
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"Which is a very strong point in our favor." nodded Wild.
"A horse is always in demand when the Indians get after
you too strong."
The work of putting the camp into shape did not take
very long.
When it was about finished Young Wild West went outside the natural enclosure and selected a tree that h e could
climb and be able to take a look around the surrounding
l
country.
He was soon going up a tall fir, the branches of which
would shield him from the view of any prowling redskin.
When near the top he paused, and, getting a good foothold, the young deadshot took a look in the direction he
supposed the rebelling Navajoes to be.
He was not a bit surprised when he saw a column of smoke
rising from a dense patch of woods not more than three
..
.
miles away.
"Ah," he exclaimed under his breath, ''so they are close
by, are they?" Well, I guess I'll find out just how many
there are 2"
Wild could not see any of the redskins, but he knew th·ey
were there now, so, after looking around in every other direction and seeing no signs of anything human, he descended
the tree and walked back to his companions.
"The Navajoes are in camp about three miles from here,"
he said.
"I thought they wasn't so very far away," Cheye:qne
Charlie retorted, with a shake of his head. "I reckon business is about ter start up now, eh, Wild?"
"Yes," was the reply. "I want you to go out with me.
We will find out just how many there are of them, an<l how
well they are supplied with arms and provisions. "If they
are not very well fixed it will be all the easier for us."
"I hea1·d they went away from the reservation pretty
well equipped," spoke up Lieutenant Hager, shaking his head
as though he thought they had a tough proposition before
them.
"Well, it won't make a great deal of difference. Are you
ready, Charlie?"
"You bet!" was the scout's reioinder.
"Well, we'll go right away, then."
The dashing young deadshot went to his horse, which waE
.
still saddled and ready for instant use.
Both Charlie and Jim had left theirs that way, too, though
the rest had been turned out to graze in the enclosure.
Jim no doubt would have been pleased to go, too, but he
never said anything when Wild picked out Charlie for such
purposes.
He knew well enough that the boy's judgment told him
exactly what to do in such cases.
Wild and the scout soon mounted their horses and left the
camp.
"If we are gone any longer than two hours you can think
something is wrong," our hero said as he rode away.
"Me comee lookee for you len," called out Hop, smiling
blandly. "Me makee ledskins· velly muchee sickee if me
comee."
"All right, Hop," was the reply, and then the two rode
off.
If it had not been so far away Wild would have gone
on foot.
As it was, he did not mean to go any closer than a quarter of a mile with the horses.
He knew how easily tl1ey could be discovered if they
rode up too close to the Indian encamnment, and that was
just what they wanted to avoid, if possible.
Information was what he was af ter, not fighting.
The fighting would come later on.
Fortunately for them, the bank of the river was thickly
wooded all the way to the place where Wild had seen the
·
smoke rising.
This would give them a good chance to get close to the
encampment, providing the redskins had no scout out.
They did not ride very fast, but kept on at a trot until
two miles had been covered.
Our hero was such a good judge of distance that he knew
that at least a mile intervened before they could possibly
·
strike the camp.
Of course it was hard to pick >put the exact spot, since
the smoke could not be seen for the thick growth of trees.
They now let their horses walk.
There was no trail to follow, so that showed quite plainly
that the redskins had not been in that territory.
"They've come straight hare from th.er re.s=vation," said
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the scout. "I reckon they're movin' up toward where our
camp is, though. They'll take to ther mountains if they git
hard pressed, but as long as they have got things all their
own way they'll hang around close to ther river. Some of
'em must have come down ther river, or we wouldn't have
run across that canoe."
"That's right," \,Vild answered. "The chances are that they
haven't got many horses with them. I guess you are right
about that, Charlie."
They rode along slowly until they could smell the smoke
from a fire, and then our hero and his partner knew that
they were dangerously close to the camp.
It happened that they were right at th0 edge of a dense
thicket, so it was a good place to leave the horses and proceed on foot.
Dismounting, they threw the bridle reins over the heads
of their steeds, so they would not stray, and then pushing
their way through the undergrowth, they cautiously proceeded.
In less than two minutes they came to a spot where they
could peer ahead quite a distance, and then it was that they
came in sight of the object of their search.
There was the camp of the Navajoes, not a hundred yards
from them.
Half a dozen tepees could be seen in the sort of natural
clearing and a number of redskins were lying and sitting on
blankets, taking it very comfortably.
Squaws and papooses were to be seen, too, which showed
that the flight from the reservation had been well planned
beforehand.
Our two friencls took a good look, and when they saw that
there were very few horses there it became evident that the
scout was right when he thought they must have come there
with canoes-some of them, at least.
Wild decided to get a little closer, so he could get a better view.
He wanted to know how many fighting braves were there.
Those that had been seen already were decked out in their
war-paint and looked quite savage.
Motioning for his partnei- to remain where he was, our hero
pushed his way through the bushes.
The next minute something happened.
Two braves ,mddenly leaped upon the waiting scout from
behind and bore him to the ground.

CHAPTER IV.
HOP SETS OUT FOR THE INDIAN CAMP.

A~ soon as Hop had finished his work of getting the
camp to rights he made it his business to get in a conversation with the four soldiers that were with Lieutenant
Hager.
The wily Chinaman knew that most soldiers liked to
gamble, and as he was never happier than when he was engaged in that pastime himself, he was already ready for a
game of draw poker or to shake the dice for money.
The four cavalrymen did the very thing he wanted them to
before he got a chance to speak to them.
They got around a flat rock1 a short distance from- where
the rest were sitting, and one of them took a greasy pack
of cards from his pocket.
"Whattee play?" asked Hop, as be stepped up to them.
"A little game of cai-ds just to pass away the time" an'
.
swered one of them.
"You likee play um cai-ds?" asked the Celestial, innocent! y.
"Yes, of course. vVho don't, I'd like to know?"
"Me likee play, too."
"Well, r,er kin take a hand, if you like," said one of the
?thers. 'We're gain' to play a game of pitch-high, low,
Jack an' ther game, yer know."
"Yes, me undelstand. Me see um Melican mans play in
'Flisco."
"Yer did, eh?" and the soldier laughed.
Hop now sat down.
"You play for money, or allee samee for fun, so be?" he
asked innocently.
"Well, we generally play for a quarter a corner, but we'll
have a game just for fuB, if you want to," answered the.
soldier who was shuffling the cards.
"Oh, me likee play fo1· um quarter; me gottee a!lee samee
plenty money."

To verify what he sa-icl he drew a handful of gold antl
silver coins from his pocket.
The four soldiers exchanged glances.
It ,vas evident that they all thought they would have an
easy mark in the innocent-looking Chinaman.
But they found out diil'erent before they were through
with him.
Jim and the lieutenant were engaged in conver~ation just
then, and they lJllid no attention to what was going on.
Wing had settled down for a little doze with his back
against the only tree that was inside the natural enclosure,
and the girls were busy mending the garments that had
become to1n on the way.
"How you play um high-low-jack?" Hop said, as though
.
talking to himself; "me allee samee forgittee. so be."
"Oh, you'll soon catch on putty quick," he was assured.
"I s'pose you kin afford to lose a quarter or two; you've got
plenty of dust."
"Me no care if me lose," Hop answered pleasantly. "Me
gottee uncle in China whattee vel1y muchee lien. . When
my uncle die me gittee sixteen million dollee, allee samee
putte quickee."
There was a laugh at this, for the clever Celestial said
it so innocently that the soldiers really thought he meant it.
One of them sorted over the cards and explained the
game to him, so they would be taking no undue advantage
of him.
"Me undelstand !" he exclaimed. "Comee to me allee
samee sudden. Allee samee cuttee for um deal."
He put his quarter on the rode and the rest did likewise.
Then the cut was made and one of the bluecoats in the
employ of Uncle Sam won the deal.
Though Hoµ. had not played that particular game in a
long time; he understood it thoroughly.
He could beat the best sharps at any kind of game, since
his sleight-of-hand gift allowed him to fix the ca1·d when
he dealt so he could get about the kind of hand he wanted
-one that would always win, anyhow.
In the game of auction pitch. which was what they wei-e
playing, the man on the left of the dealer can bid as high
as he likes up to four points, and if the dealer accepts his
bid he marks whatever it is down to his credit.
Then the bidder pitches the tmmp, and if he fails to make
the number of points he bid he goes back that many.
The succeeding players have the privilege of bidding over
him, and the same rule stands.
The whole fifty-two cards are used, the ace, deuce and
jack of trumps each counting one point. The fourth point,
which .is all that can be scored in one hand, is called the
game, and is got by counting the ten spots, pictm·e cards
and aces the player takes in.
The cards were dealt, six to each player, and then the
.
.
game b.egan.
.
The first man bid one and the dealer refused.
It was Hon's turn then, so he promptly bid two.
"I'll take that," said the (lealel'.
. "Allee light; me pitchee um heart," remarked the Celestial, and he promptly led the ace of hearts.
He had four trumps, and one of them was the deuce,
and as he managed to trump in with that card, he made
two before the hand was played.
But he got the game, too, so he scored three.
One .of the ot;11ers ti:emned in with the jack, and that
gave him one pomt, while the dealer of course had the two
Hop had given him at the start.
At the next hand Hop was lucky enough to get the
deuce and jack, so that gave him low and jack, two more
points.
Ten was the game, so he already was half out.
It then came his turn to deal, and he fixed the cards
nicely.
The result was that he got all four of the points that
time, and that only left him one more to go.
He went out on the next deal, for he had the deuce of
trumps, by luck, and that made him the winner of seventy.
five cents.
It was just then that Jim Da':rt heard the jingle of silver
coins and he promptly got up and came over to see what was
going on.
"Who won?" he asked.
"Ther Chinee," answered one of the cavalrymen.
"Well, Jet me tell you something. Don't gamble with him,
for if you do he will win all the m'b:-;iey you have got. He
is a professional card-sharp,"
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Hop showed them some more of his cleverness and kept
The soldiers looked surprised.
them interest for a full hour.
The lieutenant then became much interested.
By ihis time Jim and the girls were becoming uneasy
"So the Chinaman is a card-sharp, eh?" he observed.
about Wild and Charlie.
"Why, he looks to be one . of the very innocent sort."
They expected they would be back before that time,
"Looks don't count in his case," Dart answered.
though our hern had said that if they did not show up in
Hop smiled pleas:mtly and got up.
"Me likee sliowee nicee Iillee tlick," he said to the lieu- two hours they might think something had happened to
them.
tenant.
The distance was not far enough to take them over an
"You wo1,1ld like to show me a nice little trick, eh? Well,
hour, if they had good luck, to find out all they wanted to.
go ahead, then."
Jim went out and climbed the tree that Wild had seen the
The Chinaman smiled in his cheerful way and picked up
smoke of the Indian's campfire from.
the deck of cards.
When he got to the top he could see the smoke, for the
Then he proceeded to tell all about the very smart uncle
he had in China, and while they were listenihg he slyly redskins still had a fire burning, but not a sign of any oj
them or of his two partners could he see.
changed the deck for one he had in his pocket.
Jim remained up the tree for fully ten minutes.
Hop always had several packs of card with hurt, and they
Then he came down and reported.
were rather queer packs, too, since some of them were
"They are taking their time about it, and I don't blame
all alike.
No one noticed the change, and when he had shuffled the them," said the lieutenant. "Too much haste would be no
cards in a thorough manner he invited the lieutenant to take good in a case of this kind."
"That is quite true," spoke up Arietta. "But they should
one.
"You lookee at u1n card, and Jen you burnee upee with have got there and back by this time. I would not be surprised if something had happened to them."
um matchee," he said, smilingly; "me wantee um ashes."
"Missy Alietta," said Hop, stepping forward, "me likee
"So that is the kind of trick you are going to show me,
is it? I suppose you mean to pttt a charm on the ashes and takee lillee v,alkee, so me go and see whattee mattee." will
"You had better not go, Hop," was the reply. "You
make it turn into the card again?"
surely get into trouble, if Wild and Charlie have not."
Hop nodded.
"Me gittee in um tlouble me gittee outee putty quickee,
"Lat whattee me do, allee samee," he declared.
"Well, if you can do that you're a good one," said the allee samee, so be."
"Yes, I know you are always lucky in getting out of
lieutenant.
trouble, but you might make a mistake some time."
"Me allee samee very muchee goodee one."
"No makee mistakee lis timee, Missy Alietta; me likee
"Proceed with the trick, then. Here, I'll take a card from
go."
the pack."
.,"Let him go, if he is bent upon it, Arietta," spoke up
He did so and saw that it was the queen o:l' hearts.
"Now," said he, when he had showed it to all hands, "you Dart. "He is clever enough to be of some use to Wild and
Charlie if they have got into trouble. If they have not he
want me to burn it, do you?"
"Lat light; you burnee, and me allee samee catchee up will most likely meet them on the way back."
"Well, he can go if he likes."
ashes."
Hop wanted to hear no more.
'·Lieutenant Hager quietly drew a :tnatch-safe from his
He went out and climbed the tree, so he could get his
pocket, and, opening it, took one of its contents and struck
bearings, and when he came do,:vn he promptly set out to
it.
As he touched the flame to the card Hop held another walk the distance, or as much of it as was necessary. c!eThe Chinaman was anned, of course, but he did not
one, back up, to catch the ashes as it fell.
He waited until the last spark had expired and then he pend upon his weapons as much as he did the different arlaid the card with the ashes upon it on the rock that the game ticles he carried for the purpose of performing his tricks.
Hop had been among hostile Indians so many times that
had been played on.
he had learned to regard a visit to such pl.aces as only a
Then out came his big yellow handkerchief.
"Now evelybody watchee," he said solemnly. "Me makee commonplace thing.
card allee samee comee back. Me no knowee whattee card
you lookee at, but me makee ashes turn into um samee
CHAPTER V.
card putty quickei:i."
"Go on and do it," $aid the lieutenant with a smile.
WILD AND CHARLIE ARE CAPTURED.
He placed the handkerchief over the card and ashes and
let it drop do'v\rn gently.
Young Wild West heard a noise behind him, and, turning,
Then he went through a few mysterious motions and mut· he was just in time to see Charlie borne to the earth by the
tered something in his own tongue.
"Has the change taken place?" the lieutenant asked as two redskins who had attacked him from behind.
Whipping out his hunting knife, he leaped through the
Hop looked up at him.
"Yes. You takee up mil handkelchief and you see um bushes to the scout's rescue.
But at that very instant one of the redskins let out a cry
same card you lookee at, a.llee samee."
"Well, I might as ,vell see it through," and with that he that was bound to call those in the camp.
"Shut up, yoll red hounq!" cried the young deadshot, a~
reached down and picked Up the handkerchief.
he kicked the Indian in the ribs and sent him rolling away
Then it was that he· gave an exclamation of surprise.
Face up, and diagonally across the other card, lay the from the scout
The other had seen Wild. and he made a lunge at him
queen of hearts.
with the hatchet he had in his hand, ready to send it crashHop bowed and smiled serenely.
"By jingo!" cried the lieutenant; "that is what I call a ing into the brain of the scout.
Our hero evaded the blow easily and struck out with his
mighty clever trick."
"He is capable of doing them," Jim Dart spoke up. "You'll knife.
The blade struck home.
find him hard to beat, lieutenant."
The Navajo uttered a gasp and fell back.
The soldiers were as much astonished as the commanding
But the other was doing his best to get up now.
officer.
The kick he had received in the ribs 11ad caused him to
They had all seen card tricks done, but none quite as myslose his breath, but he was fast regaining it.
tifying as this one..
Already he had his hand on the butt of a big cavalry pisHop picked up the ca1·ds, changed them and placed the
tol, and it was evident that he meant to use it.
·
regular deck on the rock.
But Charlie suddenly rolled over and struck at him with
Then the soldiers sorted them over and found the queen
knife.
his
hearts.
of
The scout's aim was true, and it was all over with the
"That card don't look as though it was burned into ashes,
·
but I saw it done with my own eyes!" exclaimed one of them, redskin in a hurry.
As quickly as it had all been done, the Indian's cry had
as he held it up.
"I han,1y think that the card was burned," answered the brought a dozen or more from the camp.
Our two friends turned to flee, but found themselvea aurlieutenar •. "We were deceived, that's all. But, neve1· mind
rounded.
it i.:, a3 !;l''>od a trick as I ever saw performed."
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"Young Wild West?" he queried, looking at the old redHalf a dozen revolvers were leveled at them in an instant.
It seemed as if it was all up with them, for if the red- skin.
'"Yes, Young Wild West," was the reply. "Heap much
skins fired a volley they would be riddled.
fight; kill plenty Injuns."
But they did not fire.
It was plainly evident that the chief had heard of the
T'he chief was right there, and he held up his hand, which
dashing young deadshot.
rnr•ant that the two palefaces should be taken alive.
"Yellow Wolf glad to catch Young Wild West," he said,
"We had better give in, Charlie," said Wild. "We haven't
of triumph sprearung over his face. ." The Navajoes
a ghost of a show to get away. The easiest way is the \:>est. · a lookheard
of him, and they will rejoice to see him die at
have
die
to
than
prisoners
taken
and
captured
be
to
better
is
Lt
stake when the sun sets!"
trying to get away. Take it easy. We'll outwit them in theWild
could hardly help showing his pleasure when he
the end."
"Jest as you say, Wild," was the reply, in a low tone of heard this.
They were not. to be ha nned until sunset, then? That
voice. "They have got us foul, an' no mistake!"
that the chances of getting away fr om them would
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Charlie heard and understoo d, too.
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But he soon discovere d that the Navajo knew all about
Wolf knows that."
Wolf stepped up an,d said:
"Yer kin bet your life on that!" spoke up Cheyenne Char- him. for Yellow
heap much shoot straight."
West
Wild
"Young
keep
they
if
long
livin'
redskin
a
lie. "There won't be
the boy, "and so can my partanswered
right,"
"That's
an'
under,
go
all
They'll
.
palefaces
makin' trouble fur ther
ne1·."
too!"
be,
will
it
better
ther
ther sooner it happens
"Young Wild West help soldiers fight Pawnees. "
"The palefaces heap much brave. Yellow Wolf \vill put
and I have helped th em fight the Apaches, the Co"Yes.
time
long
the
in
used
tribe
his
them to the to:rtures that
the Utes and the Sioux, Yellow Wolf. The redskins
manches,
cry
will
They
a1·e.
they
brave
how
ago. Then we will find
whipped badly each time, too, and many of t hem
been
have
Navathe
promise
will
they
dogs;
and beg, like little puppy
killed. I don't like to shoot Imlians, but when
been
have
But
live.
let
only
are
they
if
joes that they will do anything
war on the palefaces something has got to hapmake
they
them.
torture
will
they
them;
the Navajoes will be deaf to
If you will take your braves, and your squaws
them.
to
pen
dying."
are
palefaces
the
and they will sing and dance while
go back to the reservatio n you will save
and
papooses
and
h:id
who
Wild,
said
Wolf,"
"That sounds real nice, Yellow
braves from being shot."
your
of
lot
whole
a
was
talk
the
while
away
been :figuring on a chance to get
"Ugh! Yellow Wolf wants to find the soldiers. Ile will
going on.
all."
As yet they had not been seized, fo1· it was evident that kill themare
waiting for the soldiers to come, then?" Wild
"You
the chief thought it was impossibl e for them to escape ' so queried,
·
at him sharply.
looking
them.
about
thickly were the braves gathered
come this way, and
will
horses
without
soldiers
'fhe
"Yes.
their
divert
to
And so it was, unless somethin,g- happened
take their guns
and
all
them
kill
will
Navajoes
the
then
sight.
of
out
dart
attention long enough for the two to
good."
no
Soldiers
s.
blanket
and
if
them.
of
four
or
Wild lmew that he could drop three
It occurred to the boy foat the old chief mu st lmow that
he ,chose to suddenly open fire on them. hut that could but
company of infantry was expected to come that way.
the
answer
certainly
would
result disastrous ly, for the redskins
Lieutenan t Hager had not thought they would he
As
down.
the shooting, and then they would go
'
·
this as rather strange.
reg-a.rded
said
deadshot
young
"Come on, redskins," the dashing
offhand
an
in
asked
he
come?"
sold:ers
many
"How
not
am
I
you.
suddenly. "I'll walk into your camp with
way.
afraid of the Navajoes. "
"A hundred," was the reply.
He thought there might be a better chance to get away
"And you haven't got a hundred braves to fight them"
if they started off toward the camp.
Wild. "You can't expect to get the best of them.'' '
said
in
closed
But in this he was mistaken, for the braves
fix soldiers," "".as the retort. "Wait till they come,
"Injuns
pace
kept
tightly about them, and, with drawn weapons,
from behmcl the rock,s. Soldier s no get away.
shoot
then
and
with them.
for way palefaces have treated them.''
square
get
Charlie did just as hi!> :voung leader did, for he always Navajoes
It was valuable informati on that our hero was getting now
left it to him.
'
he did not act as though it was.
The first thing they knew they were right in the center though Cheyenne
Charlie sat on the log, just as though there
And
of the camp, and then they rnalized that they must suffer
was no such thing as d::mgei-.
themselve s to be made prison ers.
While Wild was talking to the chief the scout was looking
But since they were not to be killed outright, Wild knew around
to get a good idea as to how many fighting braves
that they had a chance.
were.
there
so.
or
hour
an
in
up
turn
could
lot
A whole
He soon counted about seventy.
By keeping cool, and not showing any signs of fear, he
Just as he had satisfied himself as to the number four
and
promised,
had
~hief
the
torture
hoped to stave off the
of the redskins came in, carrying the two that had
more
right.
all
be
would
then he felt that they
in the brief struggle preceding the capture of our
under
gone
old
an
camp
the
of
center
the
in
As the prisoners halted
friends.
two
and
up
came
scars,
of
plenty
showed
brave, whose face
Looks of fierce hate were cast at the two as this happened .
scanned our hero closely.
Wild did not fa\l to notice this, and, nodding to the chief
West!"
Wild
"Young
"'Ugh!" he exclaimed.
'
said:
he
start.
a
gave
chief,
the
Wolf.
Hearing this. Yellow
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handle to the steel blade were dry
"They wanted to kill us, so ·we had to km them. That is thongs that held the
square, Yellow Wolf.. You killed an old paleface man yester- and tight. Wolf will show Young Wild West something, " he
"Yellow
day and he went down the river in a canoe. If you kill
said, grinning with pleasure. "The paleface boy cannot
palefaces you must expect the palefaces to kill you."
throw a tomahawk. "
"Ugh!" grunted the chief.
"Oh, I don't know," was the cool rejoinder. "I have prac"You don't like it much, I know," went on our hero coolly.
·
little at it, Yellow Wolf."
"Say, you spoke about me being able to shoot straight a little ticed a chief
only smiled, and, picking up a piece of rope,
The
while ago. Do you want to see how straight I can shoot,
he advanced to the two prisoners .and told them to take hold
Yellow Wolf?"
of it.
1
This was said to divert the thoughts of the l'edskins from of the ends of
rope was not more than ·a foot long, so there
The piece
their dead.
them.
between
room
much
not
was
It worked nicely, too.
He motioned them to step back to a tree, and then Wild
"Young Wild West can show the Navajoes how straight
what he was up to.
he can shoot," replied the chief. "Then Yellow Wolf will knew
He meant to hurl the tomahawk and sever the rope, while
show how straight he can throw his tomahawk. "
ends.
"All right," exclaimed Wild, coolly, drawing his Smith & they held the
Charlie understood , too, and he looked at his partner
Wesson revolver from his belt.
ly.
He looked around and saw a squaw carrying a li!\'hted questioning
"It's all right, Charlie," said Wild. "I guess he knows
firebrand for the purpose of igniting a pile of dry leaves
what he is doing. Why, Arietta could do that trick."
,
and sticks in another part of the camp.
"I know she could," was the reply. "An' so you could.
She was about thirty feet from him, -and was carrying
that don't say that he kin. But I'm willin' ter hold it if
But
go
not
would
flame
the
so
carefully,
very
stick
the lighted
you are."
out.
"We have got to take the chances. We are prisoners, you
The young deadshot drew bead on the flaming stick as quick
and we must not show the white feather, no matter
know,
trigger.
the
pulled
and
flash
as a
happens."
what
Crack!
quickly stepped back, so the rope was tight against
As the report sounded the fire was extinguishe d, and with theThey
tree.
stick.
the
dropped
squaw
the
a cry of alarm,
"Go ahead, Yello-w Wolf," said Wild calmly.
"How is that, Yellow Wolf?" asked Wild coolly.
Indian chief smiled and stepped back about twelve
The
the
shot
had
he
thought
about
standing
At first the braves
the tree.
from
feet
extinsimply
had
he
that
realized
they
squaw, but when
Then he raised the,. tomahawk, drew back his arm, anci
guished tl;ie burning stick with a bullet they looked at him
with fearful force sent it whirling for the tree.
in silence.
Thud!
and
chief
the
to
nodded
hero
our
two,
or
Waiting a minute
The sharp blade struck just where it had been aimed for.
observed:
the ends of the rope remained in the hands of Wild and
and
Wolf?"
Yellow
suppose,
I
brave,
"You are very
.
scout.
the
his
out
threw
redskin
old
the
and
"Yes," was the reply,
and this caused anothei
flinched,
had
them
of
Neither
pride.
of
chest with a feeling
from the painted braves.
up
go
to
surprise
of
murmur
sila
produced
and
pocket
his
in
felt
The young deadshot
The Navajoes were beginning to realize that they had not
\
ver quarter.
a pair of cowards, anyhow.
captured
of
out
it
shoot
I'll
me;
for
up
"Take that and hold it
"That was pretty good, Yellow Wolf," said Young Wild
your fingers without touching them," he said, tossing it to West,
as he pulled the tomahawk from the tree. "Now
him.
you something that will beat the . other shots ]
show
I'll
Yellow Wolf showed signs of uneasiness.
out of the way, all of you, for I am going
Stand
made.
thing
a
of
kind
that
but
He was very brave, no doubt,
up in the air."
tomahawk
the
throw
to
did not appeal to him, evidently.
back to escape being hit by the
drew
braves
the
As
Cheyenne Charlie laughed, mockingly.
our hero said in a whisper to
clown,
came
it
when
weapon
feet.
his
to
rising
said,
"I'll hold it up fur yer, Wild," he
·
partner:
his
"Ther chief is afraid ter."
second shot -we must
the
at
and
twice,
fire
to
going
am
"I
"He
angrily.
chief
the
"Yellow Wolf no 'fraid," exclaimed
make a break for it."
hold up the piece of silver money."
right," answered Charlie, as he stepped back as though
Then he stepped aside and raised the quarter above his to "All
the boy plenty of room. .
give
head, holding it by the extreme edge.
Wild then sent the tomahawk straight up in the air.
Out came his revolver in a twinkling.
Crack!
He fired and hit the handle of the weapon just as it was
to come down.
starting
CHAPTER VI.
The bullet caused the tomahawk to tu1-n over and over,
and every one could tell that he had hit it.
HOW WILD AND CHARLIE ESCAPED.
Crack!
Again he fired.
Crack!
The tomahawk took a turn as though it was going to
Young Wild West fired before any of the redskins realized drop
where the chief was standing.
that he was ready.
But the echoes of the report had not died out when
The piece flew from the chief's hand and struck a rock Wild
and Charlie were running for their lives.
some few feet behind him, giving out a ring that was heard
So unexpected had their action been that they got to
by all nearby.
the bushes before any of. the braves could raise a hand to
The Indians were surprised.
.
~"~~
Guttural exclamatio ns went up from all sides.
But they had been forced to go in a direction quite difThere was not one in the crowd who could perform a feat ferent from where they had left their horses.
like that, and no wonder they were surprised at the remarkAs they darted through the bushes they saw the bank of
able straight shooting of the paleface boy.
swollen river right before them.
the
One of them: found the quarter and quickly brought it to
A big dug-out canoe was tied to a tree right ahead of them.
the chief.
"Into the canoe, Charlie!" exclaimed .Young Wild West. "It
Yellow Wolf examined it and found where the bullet had is our only chance, I guess."
hit it and bent it out of shape.
Out came his knife and the rope was cut just as the
"Me keep," he said, and he thrust it in a pocket of the scout got in.
buckskin trousers he wore.
With a mighty shove, our hero started the canoe for the
Then his face lighted up, and, going to his tepee; he came swift current a few yards from the shore, getting in at the
out with an old-fashion ed tomahawk.
time.
A bow of bright red ribbon was tied about the handle and same
"Keep out of sight," he exclaimed as he lay close to the
the weapon looked as though it had been preserved as a bottom. "Their bullets won't come through the craft. It is
relic.
too thick for that. This is nothing more than the trunk of a
But it was in as good condition as it ever was, for the
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big tree shaped and holloweLl out. The current is flowing I "Come J1ere, red skin. 'vVe wo11't let you dro,vn."
'~'he Indian acted very much as though he could har~Uy
fiercely i1ere, aml :ve'll be whirl~d alo1!1' at i::.bout a mile a
minute as soon as 1t gets hold or u s. 'they will never catch believe what tie beard, but the next minute he was paddling
.
.
.
us, unless they have got another canoe like this. The ~il'ch- towayd the canoe with _his one 4tand.
Wild took hold of lllm as he reached it, and, while Charlie
ba1·k ones wouldn't live in this current. It 1s almost like a
balanced the tricky dugout, he pulled him into it.
rapids."
Then om· hero L\irectecl the c4noe for the otµe1· shore, deYells of rage sounded from the Jndian camp.
The Navajoes had been tricked, and all the bitterness ciding not to go any furthee uown the l'iver just then.
A landing · was maLle on the other side about two hunthey had felt against the two palefaces on account of the
dred feet farther down, and, making the canoe fast to a
deaths o.f two of theil' number was aroused afresh.
tree, our hero got out.
They came to the bank of the river in a swarm.
He wanted to find out how far they had drjfted in the
Of course they knew what had happened.
There was the, dug-out canoe just getting caught by the few minutes they had been in the dugout.
As they had rounded a bend in the l'iver, the camp of
cunent.
But they could not see the inmates, for it was a pretty the Navajoes could no longer be seen.
They had come neariy two miles, as near a s he could
deep canoe and was capable of carrying eight 01' ten me1~.
A volley was fired at it, but that availed nothing, aml the judge, and this made them closer to their own camp than they
next minute the canoe went whfrling down the stream were to that of the Indians.
The wounded 1·edskin sat in the pottom of the canoe, showas thoug-h an engine had suddenly started in it.
mg his stoicism by not even nursing the arm that had been
Wild and Charlie could hardly keep fro111 laughing.
injured by the bullet from our hero's revolver.
Somehow they felt pretty secure just then.
"Yer didn't make out as well as yer thought yer would
They coµld hear the redskins iunning along the bank,
shouting excitedly, but they did not thmk it well to l'isk when yer startecl after us, did yer?" said the scout, with a
grin, as be· looked at him.
.
taking a peep at them just then.
"Young Wild West shoot quick; boat upset," was the reThe canoe was now drifting swiftly with the flood, thoLtg-h
ply.
just about how fast it was moving they could not tell.
"Well, I had to shoot pretty quick," retorted our hero. "If
With their revolvers in their hands, they lay still and
I l1ad not shot quic1{ 0ne of your friends would have let me
listened.
The cries of the redskins gradually grew lower, aml then have it. I didn't want to kill you, so I let you have it in the
they knew that they were no longer running along the bank. arm. Let me see how bad. you'l'e hurt."
He looked the arm over and saw that tj1e bullet had
But suddenly a sound reached their ears that made them
broken one of the bones, just enough to raake it useless.
alert for danger.
The bullet had pr.ssed out at the other side, so there was
It was made by the dipping- of paddles, Wild knew right
no real danger.
away.
"Charlie, g·et some stiff twigs and bind it up for him; you
"There is at least one canoe in pursuit of us, Chhrlie," he
said in a low tone. "I am going to take the risk of looking-." understand how to do it."
"All rig-ht," ,vas the reply. "Git ashore, Injun."
"Be ready ter shoot ther instant yer do, then, Wild," was
The Navajo obeyed.
the reply.
He seemed to be the least bit grateful to hear them talk
Wild was at the back end of the boat, for it was built so
·
that way.
that the bow could not be distinguished from the stern.
The scout was not long in fixing him up.
He picked up the broad paddle that lay in the bottom and
He set the broken bone in a rude fashion and bound the
held it up a short distance above the top of the duggout.
.
arm up in splints.
Crangl
"There yer are, yer measly coyote!" he exclaimed. "That's
The report of a musket sounded and a bullet whizzed over
a p;ood deal more than yer would do fur me."
them.
"In:jun no forgit," was the reply.
"Couldn't even hit the paddle, by Jove!" exclaimed our
Wild nodded.
hero. "But now I know that I must be very careful. That
"Maybe you won't forget." said he, "but do you think you
shot did not come·from very far behind us. Charlie, it looks
wot1ld do a good turn for ug now?"
as -though we have got to fight."
"Me no fight palefaces no mo1·e."
"Well, let her rip, then!" was the reply. "If it's got ter
"You won't, eh?"
come, ther quicker it's over with ther better."
"No!" und he shook his head decis;vely.
The dashing young deadshot waited no longer, but, pop"What is your 11ame ?"
ping up his head and hand at the same time, saw a canoe
"Me John Peto."
with three redskins in it, less than thirty feet behind them.
"John Peto. eh? You were always a good redskin until
One of them was working the paddle and the other two
you were led off by Yellow Wolf, I suppose?"
were crouching with guns in their hands.
"Yes, me very good Injun."
Crack!
Wild now decided to go on down the 1·iver and go hack
Wild fired at the one who was paddling.
_
He hit him on the arm, just where he wanted to, and the to the camp.
It was useless to think of getting their horses now."
redskin dropped the paddle into the water.
That must be accomplished later on.
One of the others reached out to grasp it before it got
away, and then over went the canoe.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed our hero, as the three redskins came
to the surface and struck out for the shore. "How is that,
Charlie?"
CHAPTER VII.
"I reckon it couldn't be no better, Wild," was the reply, as
the scout raised up and took a look.
ARIETTA AT THE INDIAN CAMP.
Two of the Navajoes were making good headway for the
shore, which was but a short distance away, hut the other :P,ad
l{op had not been gone more than twenty minutes when
his arm broken by Wild's bullet, and he seemed in danger
Arietta showed signs of great uneasiness.
of drowning.
It was now nearly two tiours since Wild and Charlie had
Wild now seized the paddle and began using it with all his
left the camp.
might.
Jim could see that she was getting nervous, and he knew
"I can't see that galoot drown in that way, Charlie," sa:d
he. "'fhe others are going to leave him to his fate. We'll what the next move woujd be.
If Wild and Charlie did not show up exactly when the
save.him."
"All right," and C'harlie shrugged his shoulders, as much two hours were µp she would be for go'ing out to look fo1·
them.
as to say that it made little difference to him.
And when Arietta made up her mind to a thing nothing
::t was impossible to force the canoe against the strong
t:6e. but our hero was able to check its progi-ess downstream, would sto'p her.
Da:rt knew tpat as well as he :\{new a:(lything.
thot: g·h.
So did Anna and Eloise.
Ti:.: ·»-ctmded Indian was gradually drifting toward the:11,
and :,." h' s companions r cac'.1 ed the bank and became lost in I She hau done the same thing so many times that it was
to be expectetj of her.
Uie i.,ushes tlw.t fringed it, Wild called out:
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Their ears went up when they saw Arietta's horse, for
But she was always generally successful, so that had somethey recognized him.
thing to do with it.
The girl led her own steed up to them, and then threw
The lieutenant and his men were getting rather uneasy
the bridle rein over his head, the same as they were.
too.
"Now to spy on the red villains," she murmured under her
"I should think it was time for them to be back," said
"I wonder where Hop can be?"
breath.
have
they
that
be
may
"It
head.
his
shaking
the former,
At that ve1·y moment she heard a voice singing that was
been caught napping, and that the redskins have taken
certainly Hop's.
them prisoners."
,There was no mistaking it, for he was singing in Chi"That is just what I think," spoke up Arietta. "They
ease
should not have taken their horses. As the Navajoes are nese, and by the way it sounded he was perfectly at his
on the war-path, they surely have scouts out on the watch. and enjoying himself.
The brave girl gave a nod of satisfaction, and, brushing
The chances are that they know that we are here."
ready to creep forward and
"No," replied Jim, shaking his head. "I hardly· think that, back her golden hair, she made place
in the camp.
Arietta. If they did they would have been here before this. have a look at what was taking
The next minute she was gliding through the bushei!.
They are looking for palefaces, you know. That is what
It was not long before she came upon a spot that was bethey leave the reservation and go on the war-path for."
''Well," and the girl took out her watch, "if they don't spattered with blood.
'
A sudden fear came over her.
show up when the two hours are up I am going out to see
Had Wild and Charlie been slain in their attempt to spy
what I can do. I think Hop will make out all right, but I
might be a big help to them, in case they make a break, upon the redskins ?
The bloody ground was surely suggestive of such a thing.
after Hop fixes it so they have the chance. As they took
But, throwing aside her fears, she went on.
their horses, I will take mine, for it is likely we will come
Arietta held her revolver in her hand, and there was no
back in a hurry wlien we do come."
use it if it became necessary.
Anna and Eloise tried to persuade her to wait another question but that she would
The singing of Hop ceased just then, and the voices of
hour, but it was no us'e.
came to her ears.
"There!" exclaimed Arietta, a few minutes later; "the many Indians, all talking at one time,diverged
from the path
Thinking it wise to do so, Arietta
time is up, and they are not here. Wing, get my horse
that had been made and went off more to the left.
ready, and hurry up about it."
She had located about the point where the Chinaman was,
"Allee light, Missy Alietta," answered the Chinaman, getand she thought that it was more than likely that he was
ting a lively move on himself.
of the redskins.
The horse was soon ready, and then Lieutenant Hager attracting the attention
If this was right she would have a better chance to apstepped over to the brave girl, and said:
"Suppose you let me go, instead of yourself? I think proach from some other direction.
The girl moved without making a sound that could be
I should take the risk, far more than you should."
"You don't seem to understand, lieutenant," she retorted. heard a dozen feet.
In a minute or two she had reached a spot where she
"I am going to save Young Wild West, if he is in any danger.
There is_ no one who can do that as well as myself. I under- could look upon almost the entire canip.
The Indians were gathered near the center of it, even
stand him, and he understands me. As far as the risk is
concerned, that don't worry me, for the redskins will not be to the squaws and papooses, for something out of the ordi·
so apt to shoot me as they would you. I can take care of my- nary was taking place there.
self, too."
She could not see Hop, but it was not hard to guess that
The cavalry officer bowed and stepped back, somewhat he was performing some sort of sleight-of-hand trick.
abashed.
Arietta moved up, keeping a tepee between her and the
"Excuse me for speaking that way," he said.
interested band of Indians, though she could see them .every
"Certainly," was the -reply, and then she mounted her time she craned her neck to the right or left.
horse and ;rode out of the natural enclosure.
When she got to the tepee she was still a distance of
Arietta was well armed, for she did not leave any of her fifty or sixty feet from the center of the crowd.
.
·
weapons behind.
"Hip hi!" came the cry just then, and she knew that Hop
She meant to ride along over the trail her young lover had reached the climax of what he was doing.
and the scout had made, and when she got close to the
Cries of astonishment went up from the Indians, and, becamp, if she did not find their horses, she would dismount coming interested, the girl crept around to the left side of the
and approach on foot.
tepee to get a better view.
The brave girl had not the least fear of being captured
Then, to her dismay, she found herself face to faae with an
by the Navajoes.
ugly-looking squaw.
She knew them to be a more peaceable nation than the
It must have been that the squaw was not interested in
Apaches, so if she was captured she felt that they would anything that was strange, or she would not have been
hardly dare to harm her.
there.
She looked at it in a hopeful way, which was a good way
And by staying there she had no doubt heard the girl
to be.
when she moved around the tepee.
Arietta knew that if Hop had kept on, even at a rather
"Ugh!" grunted the squaw, scowling fiercely at the inslow pace, he must be near the Indian camp by this time. truder.
matno
her,
of
ahead
there
get
surely
would
he
Any.how,
"You had better keep still," replied the girl, as she poiuted
ter how fast she rode.
her revolver at her. "I'll shoot you if you don't!"
was
She
fast.
very
ride
to
intend
not
But the girl did
"Ugh!"
going to use all the caution she knew, for she did not want
squaw did not appear to be very much afraid.
The
it.
help
could
she
if
Navajoes
to be captured by the
she knew enough of the palefaces to think 1.hat
Probably
the
on
eyes
her
kept
she
canter,
Riding along at an easy
not likely that one of their maidens would kill a perwas
it
for.
heading
was
she
trail and gradu°l'l:lly neared the point
son in cold blood.
The river was shut entirely from her view for the bigInstead of keeping still, as she had been told to, she
gest part of the way, and if it had not been she might have uttered a shrill call.
a
with
halt,
to
seen something that would have caused her
Arietta did not shoot.
great deal of satisfaation.
She had no intention of doing it when she made the
But the girl kept right on.
threat.
that
It was not many mj;nutes after leaving the camp
She did not get up and run away, for she believed that
she came to the spot where Wild and Charlie had left their
Wild and Charlie were captives in the camp, and she knew
horses.
possibly aid them.
It was evident that the redskins had not thought that the that by trying to get away she could not
They quickly surrounded her.
two had come there on horseback, for the animals were there
As half a dozen squaws came running to the spot, in anyet.
swer to the call of the one who had discovered her, Arietta
dismounted.
promptly
she
them
saw
Arietta
When
made up her mind that she was surely in for it.
Then it was that she felt certain that the Navajoes had
"Don't dare to touch .me!" she exclaimed. "I am not going
caught Wild and Charlie.
,
run away."
to
bay
the
and
Spitfire,
sorrel,
There was Wild's handsome
She mi!Z'ht stand a better chance by being captured.
that the scout alwaya rode.
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But Arietta was not to be frightened by a lot of uglylooking Navajo squaws.
She was armed, and if they came too close to her she
would surely make them wish they had not.
"Keep away," she said warningly, as one · of them attempted to seize her by the arm. "I don't want to shoot
any of you, but I surely will if you don't look out!"
Of course the hasty gathering of the squaws to that particular spot could but attract the attention of some of the
braves, and while Arietta stood there, surrounded by half
a dozen of the female inmates of the camp, two or three of
the braves came there to see what the trouble was.
When they saw the white girl there they hardly knew
what to think.
But she was there, and that was . enough to make them
think that she must stay in the camp.
A shout from one of them brought the whole crowd there,
including the chief and Hop Wah.
Hop had reached the camp something like ten minutes
before Arietta had dismounted near the spot, and he had
walked into the camp boldly, hoping by his cleverness to
rescue Wild and Charlie.
He had seen their horses, so he thought they were surely
there.
As he had figured, the redskins did not seize him and
bind him when he walked into their midst.
He had acted just as though he thought they were friendly, and his first move was to tender Yellow Wolf a cigar and
a flask of rum.
Then he performed a clever trick, which was to apparently
draw a Japanese parasol from his mouth, parade around with
it for a minute or two and then swallow it again.
That made him solid, and then he gave it out that he would
perform another one.
It was while he was doing . it that Arietta crept up behind
the tepee.
Hop had not been long in finding out that Wild and Charlie had escaped, and he was thinking of a way to get away
himself when the crowd was attracted to the tepee.
The Chinaman was astonished when he saw that it was
Arietta who had attracted the redskins to the spot.
But Hop was one of the sort who could govern his feelings pretty well and he quickly made it appear that he was
indifferent.
He looked at the girl just as though she was a total
stranger to him.
"Girl no stay in um tepee?" he said questioningly to one
of the braves.
But the Indian made no reply.
It was quite likely he was too busy wondering how the
girl had come there.
Arietta saw that Hop did not recognize her, and she
knew what that meant, so she did not appear to even see
him.

"I have come after Young Wild West," she said coolly,
picking out the chief and addressing him.
"Ugh!" was the reply. "Paleface maiden make mistake;
Young Wild West. gone."
The girl could not believe him.
"If you have killed him, or even harmed him, the Great
Spirit will punish you before the setting of another sun!"
she cried, using all her tact to appear dramatic.
"No kill Young Wild West," an·swered Yellow Wolf. "He
go away away in canoe with big paleface man. Paleface
tnaiden stay with Yellow Wolf."
"No. If Young Wild West has gone I will go too!"

CHAPTER VIII.
JIM GETS READY FOR SOME LIVELY WORK.

Wild and Charlie did not linger long on the bank of the
stream.
"Get in the canoe," he said to the Indian who had given
his name as John Peto. "You must go to our camp with
us."
"Me go with Young Wild West," was the reply "Me
be very g?od Injun; no more fight the palefaces." ·
He got m and sat down, and then our hero and the scout
I
followed.
The dugou; was pushed off and then down the stream
tkey went.

Wild knew about where they must stop in order to get
up to the camp.
They were not long getting to the spot, and then he succeeded in paddling the craft to the bank.
The Indian got out willingly and seemed to be perfectly
satisfied with his lot.
Charlie had taken his weapons from him, but he had not
bothered to tie his good hand.
This was hardly necessary, since he could not do much,
even if he chose to be ugly.
The three quickly climbed to the high ground and then
they were not long in reaching the camp.
But what was their surprise to learn that Arietta had
left about ten minutes before."
"This is too bad!" exclaimed the young deadshot. "She
will most likely get caught by the redskins, and then there
will be no end of trouble to get her away from them."
"That's right, Wild," said Jim. "But you know what she
is. There is no use in trying to persuade her when she
gets it in her head to do a ce1'tain thing. Hop went first,
and then she followed.
"Hop went, too, did he? Well, this is worse and worse.
Old Yellow Wolf and his braves are lying in wait for a
company of infantry to come along, so they can surprise
and annihilate them, and here we are ih this fix!"
"What is that you say?" spoke up the lieutenant. "The
redskins are lying in wait for a company of soldiers?"
"Yes, lieutenant. It must be that they know where the
men you expect at the post are. They mean to wipe them
out, anyhow."
"If that is the case we must do something, and that at
once. The soldiers must be saved."
"We'll save them all right. But my sweetheart and the
Chinaman must be rescued first. If we only knew the rnute
the soldiers are following it would be easy to get to them
and warn them."
Our heTo happened to look at the prisoner they had
brought with them as he said this.
John Peto looked back at him in a way that encouraged
him to ask a few questions.
"You know all about the game the chief is up to, redskin," he said. "Now tell us how Yellow Wolf expects to get
the best of the soldiers."
"Wait for them in ravjne and shoot from behind the rocks,"
was the prompt reply. "Trail come through ravine and
soldiers come that way."
"So that is the game, eh?"
"Yes," and John Peto nodded.
"How do you know the soldiers will come through the
ravine."
"Injun scouts find out yesterday. Sure come that way."
"They must have located them, then," spoke up the lieutenant. "If that is the case the scouts we sent out from
the post probably are with them."
"It mi~ht be," said Charlie. "But it's more likely that
they're with old Yaller Wolf. Ask ther galoot, Wild."
But John Peto understood perfectly, so he answered
promptly:
"Scouts what palefaces send from the trading post with
Navajoes. They like Yellow Wolf very much; do as he tells
them."
"I told yer so!" exclaimed the scout in triumph. "I knowed
yer couldn't trust 'em. It's hard ter make an Injun go ag'in
his own tribe."
"I am surprised to hear it," was all the lieutenant said.
But Wild was not surprised. He was a great deal like
Charlie, and believed that it was very seldom that an Indian could be trusted.
Thoug:h John Peto acted as though he meant to be good
.tnd assist them all he could, he knew the redskin would
change his mind the moment he got with his former companions.
But he meant to get all the information from him that
he could,. and that was worth considerable.
"John," said our hero, .. there are about seventy braves
with Yellow Wolf, are there not?"
"Yes, seventy-two, and more come to-day."
"More come to-day?"
This was indeed a surprise, and something well worth
knowing.
"One-t~? hundred Navajo braves come to-day, before
noon, t? Jorn Yellow Wolf. Then go to ravine and wait
for soldiers to come."
"Is that so? Then if the one or two hundred don't hap-
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But it struck him that they would come the same way
pen to come Yellow Wolf won't go to the ravine to wait
the cavalrymen had.
for the soldiers, is that it?"
That meant that the snug quarters of our friends woulC:
The Indian shook his head.
probable that the
"Yellow Wolf go anyhow," he declared. "He catch ~ol- surely be discovered by them, for it was soldiers
and wipe
diers bad and shoot all before can get away. Stay behmd redskins would want to follow up the
them out.
rocks and shoot."
It was just about an hour before noon wh en Jim climbed
"I see. It is such a sure thing that there could possibly
surrounding country.
be no failure, eh'! Well, I guess the soldiers won't come a tree to take a good look at theIndians
was thei-e yet, for
He saw that the camp of the
through the ravine to-day."
there was smoke rising from two or three fires there.
"Come before sunset," John ·Peto insisted.
The squaws were most likely cooking dinner for the braves.
"Well, we will see to it that they turn and go some other
The boy could see nothing of Wild or any ·of the rest.
way."
Then he turned his gaze in another direction.
"Oh! Young Wild West much great brave; he knows what
Nothing was to be seen thel'e.
.
to do."
He saw a body of horsemen riding along the river, follow"John, you can see where your people have made a mising the very trail they had made the day before.
take, can you ? "
The horsemen were Indians, too.
"Yes, me see."
The fears of the boy had been realized.
"All the soldiers from the post will be hexe to-morrow,
He now knew that his position was a responsbile one inand that means that there will be a fight. Plenty of Navajoes will die fighting, and the rest will be taken prisoners. deed.
He must protect the property that belonged to the party
Then they will see what fools they have been."
'
and defend Anna and Eloise.
The redskin shrugged his shouldei-s.
There was not a question of doubt in his mind that the
"Me no want to fight palefaces no more," he said. "What
me tell you is true. No go back to Yellow Wolf; stay with redskins would come there and try to clean out the camp.
They were on the war-path, and, consequently, look'ing for
Young Wild West."
palefaces.
like."
you
if
stay
can
"All right, John, you
Jim remained in the tree long enough to see that there
Wild now turned to Lieutenant Hager and said:
"The infantry must be met before they get to the ravine, were easily a hundred of the braves, and that there were
so we mig11t as well get on the move. You can take your a number of squaws trailing along behind them.
They had evidently broken away from the reservation for
men and John Peto and go and give them warning. Charlie
and I will go back to Yellow Wolf's camp and get Arietta good, as far as their intentions were concerned.
and Hop away from them, and then I will follow you. John,
The boy came down the tree and joined the two g;irls.'
you will take the sokliers to the ravine."
"I may as well tell you that there is trouble coming," he
"All right, Young Wild West," was the reply, and the red- said quietly.
"What is it?" cried Eloise, getting excited right away.
skin shook his head in a satisfied way.
"Take it cool," said her young lover. "Don't get worked
He seemed to be really earnest in what he had declared.
have to do some
It was rather strange that an Indian should take such a up so soon. The chances are that you will
entrance to
sudden change. too, but it was no doubt due to the fact that shooting pretty soon. Do you see that narrow
our hero and Charlie had saved his life and cared for his this place?"
"Yes, Jim, I see it."
wound.
"What about it?" asked Anna.
Anyhow, he had not been much pleased about going on
"We must not let any redskins come through there."
the war-path, according to what he had said.
"Are they going to try to?"
It fell to the lot of ,Tim to remain at the camp with Anna
"I think so. and before very long. Over a hundred of then.
and Eloise and the cook.
But as there was enough responsibility about that, Jim are coming this way."
He urged them to be calm and ready to fight, and then
did not demur.
All their belongings were to remain in his charge. and in told them just what he had seen from the top of the tree,
case some of the redskins happened around there he would and what he thought would be the outcome.
have his hands pretty full.
"One thing about it," said he, "we have got plenty of ammunition. We can hold them off a long while. They won't
"Wild, Charlie and the cavalrymen soon left the camp.
"Now, girls," Jim said to Anna and Eloise, "the party come rushing in here, after they find out that we can shoot
has dwindled down pretty small. We must be on the lookout straight. You girls have got to do your best, in case it comes
for danger, for there is no telling but that some more of the to the point."
redskins may happen along. If those the Indian was talking
"We will!" exclaimed Anna. "Jim, you can depend on
about should come this way we would be in a pretty bad box." us."
"I hope they won't come, Jim," said Eloise, looking a bit
"Yes!" chimed in Eloise, taking courage from the scout's
frightened. "It is too bad that Arietta had to go and get wife.
caught by the Indians. If she had only waited a little longer
"Wing, you have got to do some shooting too," Dart reWild and Charlie would have been here in time to prevent marked as he nodded to the cook. "Even if you don't hit
her from going."
anything you can make a noise, and that will help drive t'he
"That is true, Eloise. But you must allow that Arietta redskins back. The more shooting there is done the more
seldom mak0s a mistake when she gets it in hel' head that people they will think are here. I'll guarantee that some of
Wild has got into trouble. He had been caught by the red- them will go down, anyhow."
skins this time, but had managed to get away. There's Hop, ,He now got up and went outside and as:::emled the tree
too. He has most likely become a pr:isonel' of the Navajoes, again.
too, though it makes little difference about him, for he can
He found the redskins within half a mile of them now,
always manage to get away."
they were taking to the high ground.
and
"My blother putty smartee," spoke up Wing.
This meant that they were sure to come to the very spot
"Yes, he is just like his uncle in China," Jim retorted where
the camp was located, even if they did not attempt
with a smile.
to follow the hoofprints that led there.
samee
allee
uncles
China;
in
uncle
"My blother no got
A glance in the direction Wild and Charlie had gone redeadee."
in nothing, so Jim came down the tl'ee and prepared
sulted
always
is
Hop
Wing.
there,
"Well, he says he's got one
time.
lively
a
for
telling about that wonderful uncle."
It was coming, and he knew it.
"Hop allee samee tellee muchee lie."
But there was not a cowardly hair in Jim Dart's head,
"I believe that."
and so long as he could see and press a trigger he would
Jim went out to take a look around.
defend the girls from the redskins.
He knew that it would be best to keep a sharp watch.
It seemed to be a long while, put it was only a very few
If he had not heal'd John Peto say that Yellow Wolf expected a hundred or two more Navajoes to join him before minutes before he heard the Indians coming.
It was impossible for them to pass without discovering
noon that day he would not have thought so much about it.
their pxesence, for the hoofprints would show the way.
He did not know which way the redskins were coming.
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"Ugh!" grunted the irate squaw, and then she scowled
fiercely at him.
"You likee lillee smoke? " queried the Celestia l, handing
her a c·gar.
JJllETTA IS PUZZLED.
Man:· :)f the braves, who were looking on, smiled at this.
ancl
They could see the point of a joke now and then, had
do.
to
what
decide
to
end
wits'
her
Arietta was at
d to know that this particu lar squaw
happene
they
as
break
to
her
for
ble
impossi
utterly
be
would
fun
She knew it
away. the worst disposit ion of any in the camp, they saw
through the lines of the surroun ding Navajoe s and get
ahead.
while,
a
for
r
prisone
a
there
remain
to
She was satisfied
"Ugh!" exclaim ed the Navajo woman, knockin g the cigar
but she did not want to be bound, so she could do nothing from the Chinam an's hand.
arrived.
time
when the proper
Hop calmly picked it up and invited her to a seat beside
"Palefa ce maiden heap much pretty," said Yellow Wolf, him.
way.
zing
nodding at her in a patroni
"You velly lovely woman, " he declared , smiling sweetly .
"Big chief heap much ugly-loo king," retorted the girl "Me lik<!e velly muchee ."
promptl y.
Just then her hushand came along.
The chief laughed at this remark.
It was evident that he was not on the best of terms with
'"Palefa ce maiden heap much talk," he observe d.
for he grinned slightly and folded his arms.
her,
you
to
"I will talk
"Yes, I can talk," she answere d.
was bent on subduin g the squaw.
Hop
and tell you how wrong you are in leaving the reserva tions
had a way about him that always took with ugly women.
He
Navajoe
The
s.
paleface
the
against
war
g
and declarin
He was so innocen t in his way of speakin g, and yaphave always been treated good by the whites, for they have
the majorit of
But now they peared to be so earnest that he could fool
behaved better than the rest of the Indians . from
them.
the reserhave spoiled it all. They have broken away
The squaw looked at him in surprise , when she observe d
cannot
vation to do somethi ng that cannot be done. They
pleasan t look.
his
fight the palefac es and win. They will all be slain before
velly muchee lovely girl," he repeate d. "Me likee
"You
"
coming.
are
soldiers
the
for
another sun,
you."
kissee
reply.
ant
signific
the
was
!"
"Yellow Wolf will fight soldiers
There wa s hardly a redskin there who could not under,
Then the chief held a short consult ation with his adviser3
enough English to know what the Celestia l said, and
stand
ed
conduct
and
d
and the result was that the girl was disarme camp.
much anrnsed .
were
they
the
of
to a tepee that was almost in the center
Even the brave who was unfortu nate enough to be the
Meanwh ile Hop Wah was looking on in a wonder ing atti- lord and master of the ugly squaw was amused , and not a
tude.
bit jealous.
"Whatt ee do with um girl?" he asked one of the braves.
He was a scarred old brave, who had nearly lost his life
"Makee nice squaw for Yellow Wolf," was the reply. nodded in a tussle with a grizzly, but he had often declared that
an
"Belly nicee squaw, allee samee," and the Chinam
the grizzly was wefera ble to his wife, as the more he beat
as though he thought it was just the proper thing. that he and kicked her the worse she became .
believe
Hop had succeed ed in making the redskin s
The Indian woman consent ed to listen to what Hop had
had dropped into the camp by acciden t.
a winner.
party of to say, and when she did that much he was
He told them that he had been travelin g with a and
He went on telling her nice things, and finally he drew
had
them
behind
got
had
he
that
and
tors,
b
prospec
h I k d
h"
f
horse.
been thrown by his
paper o somet mg t at oo e to e candy from his pocket.
Being unable to catch the horse, he had set out on a walk fa It wads re~l¥t somidc \emtcal C<?mPd<?uffnd that he had manuand had run across the camp by mere acciden t. Wolf believed acture ' an i wou
as up m l erent-co lored lights if
He told such a plausibl e story that Yellow
touched by fire.
right close to where he sat and
bunting
fire
a
was
There
d ·
every word of it, and was figuring on getting hold of the
h
foun it was not candy that
squaw
prospec tors.
the
if
at
t
figured
he
him
made
had
ed
perform
had
Hop
that
The clever tricks
she would throw it in the fire.
The Chinam an's far-sigh tedness in such things was expretty safe from harm while in the ifcamp.
cellent.
leave
to
ed
attempt
he
that
certain
pretty
was
it
But
The squaw reached out and took the suppose d candy
there would be trouble.
tasted it.
and
was
Arietta
as
long
as
leave
to
intend
not
did
Hop
But
th
Then, with a cry of disgust, she flung it directly in the
had come there only to find that Wild and Charlie
fire.
him
made
s, for
had gone, but Arietta was now there, and that
The next instant a shout went up from the redskin
feel that he had done a brillian t thing in coming.
streaks of red, green and blue fire.
flew
fire
the
from
up
Hop had plenty of nerve.
.
Hop shook his head moumfu lly.
Seeing a fancy-c olored blanket hanging to a pole, where
candy, so be," he
goodee
velly
some
uppee
burnee
"You
he
airing,
an
get
.
it had been put by one of the squaws to
said.
went and got it and spread it on the. ground close to the
showing signs of fear, for
squaw,
the
grunted
"Ugh!"
tepee where Arietta had been confined
just she could not underst and it, of co'!!rse.
Then he sat down upon the blanket tailor-fa shion,camp,
it, of course
Though he did not know that he was doingand
Cheyen ne
an though he o\Yned it, and the biggest part of the
really giving Young Wild West
was
Hop
for that matter.
horses.
their
get
to
chance
t
excellen
an
Charlie
and
ent
an1Usem
Some of t ne redskin s looked at him with
Our two friends rode along with the cavalry men, riding'
others with dfr gust.
-with two of them, and had reached the spot where
double
But they all hat! a certain degree of respect for him ' es- they had left the horses and found them, too, just as Hop
pecially the male part o.f them.
.
fooling with the squaw.
had
Some of the squaws had not seen him perform his sleight-y I1was
The cayalry m~n hac~ g;one on with J!)hn Peto, w~o were
ordinar
plain,
a
just
was
he
hought
t
they
so
,
tricks
Charhe
of-!)and
and
Wild
and
horse,
s
Wmg
with
d
furmshe
been
Chinam an, and one who should be taught that he was not as even then watchin g what was taking place in the Indian
good as a Navajo.
from a spot not f:1r away.
It so happen ed that the squaw who had hung the blanket camp
enough of them Just no,\:.
But
"great
a
was
an
Chinam
the
1.hat
now
k
not
did
on the pole
squaw must have realized that the Chinam an was
The
man."
medicin e
a~toget her too much for her, for she walked away and le;ft
.
She happene d to miss the blanket , and when she found him
.
upon . the b_lanket. .
grew
she
it
upon
sitting
was
heathen
that the almond- eyed
ile Arietta sat m the tepee, trymg hard to thmk
Meanwh
nt.
very indigna
a way to make her escape.
Herc was h er husband 's best blanket being made use of of
tepee was guarded by a brave whom the chief had
The
bv a common Chinee !
ed purpose ly for that position .
appoint
with.
up
put
to
·rt was altogeth er too much fo1· her
had been relieved of her weapon s, but by good
girl
111e
shook
and
fiercely
hlm
Striding to the spot, she looked at
she discove red a knife under a blanket in the tepee. the
luck
her fist.
She found it just after Hop was left to the blanket by
"'Whatt ee mat.tee? " asked Hop, who knew right-aw ay what ugly 11q.uaw.
the trouble waa.
CHAPT ER IX.
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It struck her that if she cut a hole in the skin at the back
Then she looked back toward the Inuian encampment r.nd
she might crawl out and manage to get to where she had was just in time to see two horsem en riding away to the
left he1· horse, without being seen.
left, with a score or more of Navajoes in hot pursuit.
"I hope Hop stai-1:s another of his tricks," she thought.
It was nearly three miles away, but the girl recognized the
"Then I will try it."
/
two as Wild and Charlie.
As !f he knew just what was wanted of him, the clever
"No wonder the horses 1·efused to come with me," she
Celes_t1~l took a pack of cards from his pocket just then munnmed. "Wild and Charlie must have been rig·ht close
and miormed the Indians around him that he was going by. Well, this is what 1 call bad work."
to show them something that was funny.
Just then a volley of rifle shots rang out close by, followed
Anetta· went right at work then, for she saw that Hop by the warwhoop of a hundred Indians.
had the attention of every brave in the camp.
'l'l~ere we1e two or three guards walking about at the
ou~s1de, to be sure, but even they were looking toward the
Chmam:m.
CHAPTER X.
The knife was sharp, and one siroke made a big slit in the
THE SIEGE OF THE CAMP BEGINS.
skin at the back of the tepee.
Two more slits and there was a V-shaped opening large
Hop did not know that Arietta had escaped until he heard
enough for the brave girl to crawl through.
The way was clear, so she lost no time in taking advan- the old squaw biking excitedly to the Indians around him.
Even then he would not have known what was up if some
tage of the good luck that had come to her.
Out she went, and, reaching a nearby clump of bushes she of them had not talked in Engfo;h .
He heard them say that the gil'l l1ad got away, and then
paused and listened.
'
She could not see ~op and the Indians that were gath- he made up his mind that it was time for him to get away
ered closely around lum, but she could hear the Chinaman himself.
The chief led the way to the tepee, and, finding it vatalking in his foolish way, and she knew that he must be holdcant, and. a hole cut through th,e back, he g-ave ordel's fo1· a
ing their attention pretty close.
thorough search to be made and the g·irl to be recaptured .
Then the girl crept softly to another clump of bushes.
The Chinaman promptly picked up the blanket he had been
. She was afraid the squaws might see her, and if they
did she meant to make a break for the place where she had sitting upon and threw it over his shoulders.
Then he sta1ted for the few horses the redskins had, the
left her horse with that of Wild and Charlie.
Around another tepee she made her way, and then a short same as some of the braves were doing.
He got one of them, and, mounting, rode th1·ough the
open space and she would be in the woods.
·
A1·ietta was proceeding in a pretty straight line for the woods.
It must have been that the redskins mistook him fo1· one
horses, and as Wild and Charlie had moved further around
of their own number, for he got out to the spot where he
they could not see her.
had seen the horses of Wild and Charlie aheau of them.
If they had things would have turned out differently.
He was just in time to see Young Wild West and the scout
The brave girl kept on, and she -was just at the edge of
the thick undergrowth when a cry went up from one of the in the act of mounting.
"Hello, Hop!" called out our hero. "Ride right on after
squaws.
Arietta. We will tum off to the right and follow the cavShe had been seen.
The girl knew it, but she did not mean to be recaptured, alrymen, who went that way to warn the soldiers. \Ve will
make the red galoots follow us, and that will give you and
after getting that fa1·.
Arietta a good chance to get away."
A way she darted into the bushes.
"All right," answered the Chinaman, understanding pl'etty
It so happened that th,e squaw who had given the cry of
warning was the o'.1e Hop had been trifling with, and so well what was required of him.
Then he rode off at a gallop, taking the trail he had folno one took any notice of her.
The redskins must have thought that she was not worth lowed to get there.
As he rode into a thick woods he heard the old call of
paying attention to.
Arietta turned and saw her 1·unning toward the crowd Cheyenne Charlie, and he knew right away that it was given
to explain to them, no doubt, that the paleface maiden was for the purpose of drawing on the Navajoes.
"Whoopee! Whoopee!" the shout rang out dear and
ma.king her escape, and then she ran for the horses.
distinct.
v
She reached them without being pursued at all.
Crang!
Mounting her own, she tried to make those of Wild and
Crang!
Charlie follow her, but, failing, she rode off without them.
Then two rifle shots sounded, and the Celestial knew that
"I can't take the risk of trying to force them to come with
Wild and the scout were at work thinning out the redskins.
me," she thought.
Hop clung to his gaudy blanket, for he felt that it made
Not ..,vishi;1g to bring the redskins there and find the
horses of her lover and the scout, she rode along to the right, him look like o:r:i,e of the Indians, and he wanted to get away
real bad now, smce there was no further use for him at the
close to the camp, at a walk for a few yards.
Then she put her horse to a gallop and headed for tlle Indian camp.
He had not gone over a quarter of a mile when he became
camp she had left a little over half an hour before.
She did not take the trail that she had followed to get satisfied that he was not being pursued.
But he 1·ode right on, however, feeling sure that Arietta
there, but chose a different route.
was ahead of him, and hoping to overtake her before she
That was where she made a mistake, as it soon proved.
Arietta had not gone more than a mile when she found reached the camp.
Three miles can be covered quite quickly by a horse galherself at a point on the mountain side near a wide chasm.
The chasm was between her and the camp in the little loping at full speed.
In ten minutes from the time he left Wild and Charlie
enclosure, less than two miles away.
She rode further along, hoping to find a way to get around the Chinaman was pretty close to the camp.
On he rode, and very soon he came to the mouth of the
it.
In a few minutes she had reached a spot that was not rock enclosure.
"Hip hi!" he shouted, wishing to iet his friends know that
more than two hundred yards from the camp,
But that was as near as she could get to it, for she could he was coming; "me allee samee bully boy with um glassee
eye! Hoop-ala! Me velly smartee Chinee!"
go no further in that direction.
Into the camp he rode, and just as he did so a volley of
A steep precipice barred her further progress, and she
rifle shots sounded and a sto1·m of leaden hail whistled over
could not have reached the place if she tried it on foot.
his head.
The brave girl dismounted.
•
The Chinaman was astounded.
"If I go back I will run right into the pursuing Indians,"
But when he saw Jim kneeling behind a rock, with hi»
she thought, "for they must have started after me by this
time. I guess I will wait right here a while and see what rifle leveled at the opening, lie knew that something was
wrong.
turns up."
"Get to cover-quick l" called out Dart.
Dismounting, she looked around for some high point that
Hop leaped from the ,back of the horse with rem,arkable
she might be able to look around from.
agility.
She found one and quickly climbed to the top.
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It was Arietta.
"Whattee mattec, Misler J im ?" h e :,.sked, a s he got by
She has seen him and was waving a handkerchi ef.
the side of the boy.
Dart quickly waved his hat in answer.
"Indians, and plenty of them, H op," was the reply.
Then the girl pointed off to the left and disappeare d
Crang~cra ng! Cra(!k-cra ck! Cra-c-c..<!
Another volley was fired frcm the tr::iil outside and the from his view.
·"'l'hat means that she is going that way," muttered the
bullets flew over their heads.
boy. "How comes it that she got up there, anyhow? It
Hop had arrived just in t ime.
saw the ·redskins coming, and went
One minute later and he ·would have run right into the must have been that she into
them."
running
escape
to
there
Yellow
join
to
way
their
on
were
who
Navajoes
advancing
and made them feel glad
companions
his
to
back
crept
He
forces.
his
and
Wolf
was all right.
Arietta
that
them
told
he
when
fired.
not
had
girls
the
or
Jim
As yet
Then the siege began in earnest.
They were waiting for the Indians to show themselves
The minutes flitted by, and at length an hour had passed.
so they would have good t a rgets.
It was now noon.
over
looked
he
as
sked
a
Hop
?"
Alietta
"Where Missy
"Get something ready to eat, Wing," said Jim. "The redbehind a big rock and Saw Anna and Eloise crouching, each
can't get at you, unless they try to rush in again. If
skins
,
with a rifle.
that they will get the same as they got before. Start
do
they
to
able
be
to
ought
"You
Jim.
"Where is she?" echoed
and make some coffee; we'll all need it, I think."
fire
the
tell us."
light," was the reply, and the cook went at work.
"Allee
me,"
of
ahead
quickee
putty
"She comee allee samee
the dinner ready, and they all partook of it,
got
Wing
the surprised Celestial declared.
really hungry, as they always were when
were
they
for
the
at
appeared
braves
Just then half a dozen Navajo
.
around.
came
time
meal
opening.
Now and then they could hear the barking of a dog, which
"Fire!" exclaimed Jim. "Keep it up till none of tJ1em can
told them that the Indians had gone into camp outside, but
be seen. They must not get in he:re!"
none of them showed themselves , so there was nothing to be
began
rifle
his
and
He suited the action to the words,
learned.
death.
sending out its deadly missiles of
After dinner Jim got to longing to know just what was
Crang-cra ngl
going on outside.
Anna and Eloise fired.
The more he thought about it the more he wanted to
Bang!
Wing let go a shot from an old horse pistol he had, and have a look.
He knew it would be dangerous to go out there, but after
by the greatest of luck the bullet went into the ranks of
a while he resolved to go at any cost.
the advancing redskins.
He had just about made up-his mind when an Indian squaw
The fiends dropped like grain before the sickle,
carrying a pole with a white rag tied to
Jim and the girls did not cease firing until all those who suddenlyofappeared
it.
!he top
could get out of sight had done so.
1
"Hello!" he exclaimed; "a flag of truce."
'I guess that will se ~tle them fo1· a few minutes, anyThen he arose and asked the squaw what she ,Yanted.
how," remarked Da11. "It was a fearful slaughter, I know,
She pointed to the dead lying near her and looked exbut it had to be clone. Now, Hop, tell · us about Arietta."
.
pectant."
The Celestial quickly told him all he knew.
""You ""'.:mt to take them out and bury them. eh?" asked
There was a lull then of perhaps five minutes, during
Well, tell the braves to come and •;et them, but
the boy.
which they talked over what had happened.
they must come without their guns and pistols."
Anna and Eloise were keeping up nobly.
"Braves all IN," said the squaw, motioning toward the
They had made up their minds to do their level best and
camp of Yellow Wolf; "squaws come and get."
not allow nervousnes s to overcome them.
"A11 right!''. an~ a thrill shot through the boy as he
Both could shoot straight enough when game or a mark
thoup:ht that if this statement was true they had a better
was to be hit, but they lost their nerve usually when Indians show
than ever.
n outlaws were the targets.
minutes later the squaw came back, follow'.!d by
few
A
the
by
made
was
rush
another
before
long
It was not
others.
dozen
a
half
enclosure.
ted
well-protec
the
into
get
to
eedskins
out the dead beg-an.
But it proved as disastrou s as the first attempt, for Jim' , Then the work of carrying
squaws, and two of them
healthy
those
strong,
were
They
with
ranks
their
into
lead
hot
the
and the girls pumped
body.
a
carried
ly
easi
leaving
back,
turn
to
glad
were
they
that
force
such telling
As they had all out but two Jim left the rocks and walked
half a dozen more of their number dead or dying.
to them.
boldly
try
and
soon
pretty
"They will quit that kind of a game
Here was a chance to g~t a look at the camn out.side.
to st~rvc us out,'.' said Jim. "A redskin has lots of patience,
As two of the squaws p1c~ed up a body he t"lct the rest
and 1f no one mterferes with them they will gain their
he came back, and then folpoint. But I guess some one will interfere with them to stav where they were until
.
.
out.
though, fo1· if Lieutenant Hager finds the soldiers things wili lov.·ecl the two
He kn<>w ~e w::s not takmg much risk by doine- thiR.
take on a different look."
Once outside he found that the squak carrying the flag of
''Misler Wild comee back putty soonee · len evelyt'ing be
.
truce had told the truth.
'
allee light," observed Hop assuringly.
In the camp were naught but squaws and children and
"I guess you're right, Hop," answered ·Dart. "If it wasn't
·
probably half a dozen old men.
for the disappearan ce of Arietta I would feel better."
There were also two or tl1l'ee wound~d bucks, who were
'.'Maybe Missy Alietta turnee Jound and go with Misler
were there m plenty.
Wild and Misler Charlie," was the suggestion that •came helpless, and mongrel dogs
trom the Chinaman.
"By ·Jove! That sounds reasonable. It must be that way.
Well, if she did try to go with them I hope she managed
It all right."
CHAPTER XI.
Jim now decided to .e;o and have a look at the entrance
to the snug quarters they had found.
crept
he
Keeping close to the almost perpendicu lar wall,
ARIETTA'$ GREAT RIDE.
around and soon reached the spot where the dead and dying
Navajoes lay.
We will now return to Young Wild West and Cheyenne
He counted them and found there were fourteen of them
who were leading the redskins· on purpose to get
Charlie,
again.
palefaces
the
against
who would never raise a hand
the track of Arietta and Hop.
off
thc;m
unexclaimed
he
fair!"
fol'
"That is what I call slaughter
Our hero's horse had never been matched for speed and
der his breath. "I guess they don't want any more of it."
scout was nearly as
Jim happened to tu1·n his gaze toward the top of the endurance, and the one owned by the
good.
enclosure just then.
"Blaze away at them the minute you can see them, CharHe gave a mighty start, for standing on a jutting point
said the dashing young deadshot. "It is fight for :rail'
of
lie,"
figure
the
was
of rock some two hundred yards distant
,
·
now!"
a female.
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"I guess we had better wait here a while anyhow, " he
The next moment they had the chance and they each fired
said.
a shot and emptied a saddle.
'"Just as you say," retorted the lieutenan t.
Then they let their horses go for all they were worth,
So they settled down to take it easy for an hour or so.
had
men
his
heading in the direction the lieutena nt and
will now be in order to turn our attention to Arietta.
It
taken.
she she heard the volley fired below her it dawned
When
and
turned
As they emerged upon an open stretch they
right away that there were more Indians on hand,
her
upon
in
s
Navajoe
saw that there were only about twenty of the
they had attacked the camp.
that
and
purusit of them.
The girl was dismayed , for she thought that Jim could
So~e of the red fl.ends had rifles and they now began never
hold out against a large body.
poppmg away at the escaping pair.
She waited and watched.
But they were but poor shots and the bullets all went
The minutes flitted by and still the brave girl remained
too high or to the right or left too far
undecide d what course to pursue.
Finally one did come pretty close to· the scout's head, there,
braves
At length she caught sight of a column of Indian
~nd th~n he turned -in the saddle and fired two quick shots riding
off in the direction of the camp she had so lately
m rapid successio n.
escaped from.
One hit a ~orse and the other dropped an Indian brave.
She watched them closely, and when she found that they
That p_ract1cally ended the pursuit just then.
no prisoner s with them she became convinced that they
Our friends kept on the trail made by the cavalrym en, had
to beat Jim.
failed
had
rear.
the
in
far
left
was
Wolf
Yellow
of
camp
~he
soon
and
waited until the redskins had disappea red from
Arietta
ravine.
deep
a
to
came
they
when
noon
about
;1ust
was
It
view around a bend, and then she began climbing to a very
The tra1~ led right through it, so they went on.
nigh point, so she could get a view down at the camp.
Yellow
purpose
the
for
adapted
ly
admirab
was
_ravme
The
It was a tedious, not to say dangerou s climb, but the brave
long.
very
so
not
was
it
but
it,
use
to
Wolf intended
was used to dangers, and she went on up in a fearless
girl
covered
stretch
open
an
was
ridge
the
of
side
other
_A t the
way.
with small hills.
Arriving at the top she steadied herself to keep from
As our friends came to it they saw that there was really falling,
and then looked downwar d.
ravine.
the
than
side
other
the
to
get
to
way
no" other
only could see a portion of the enclosur e, but the
not
She
tonodding
said,
he
Charlie,"
that,
place
us
A dangero
camp of the squaws outside it.
ward the mouth of it.
Just then the fo1m of Jim Dart showed up as he was
'_'I, reckon so," was the reply. "But I reckon there ain't creeping
.
toward the entrance .
there's
If
to-day.
here
soldiers
of
r
i;laughte
no
gom ~er be
waited eagerly to get him to look that way.
Arietta
,
In,iuns."
be
will
it
r
slaughte
a
of
any kmd
She got the chance she wanted, as has been stated~ffand
They rode on for about a mile, and then came to a stream when
in
she made Jim understa nd that she was going
width.
in
feet
hundred
a
of water about
she quickly descende d to where
indicated
she
direction
the
thoug-h
and,
Juan,
San
the
of
es
tributari
It was one of the
horse was waiting, and, mountin g, rode off.
there was more water than usual in it just then, they cou)J. herThe
girl kept right on the back trail until she reached
it.
forded
had
en
see that the cavalrym
of woods within half a mile of the camp of Yellow
patch
a
then
jm;t
and
trees,
of
clump
a
On the opposite side was
then she turned in the direction she had seen
and
Wolf,
them.
abn.;e
rising
fire
ghted
newly-li
th~y _saw smoke from a
head for.
_Charlie
and
Wild
~,"
gue
I
coffee,
make
to
halted
8
. Lieutena nt !!ager has
Two minutes. later she reached a clear spot, and as she
Come on; we'll go over.''
said our hero.
a hundred or more
nan ap- rode out upon it a yell went up from rigl1t,
• As they put their horses to the water a cavalrvr
she saw the
quickly to her
looking
and,
throats,
·
bank.
peared on the opposite
a short time before
leaving
seen
had
she
Indians
d
lmount~
eh?"
herP.
got
have
·;,Hello,!'' ~e called out; "so you
g madly toward ~er.
Thats nght," wis the rnply. "We tlioug-ht we woulJ gallopm
Anetta paused for an mstant.
at Yellow
come on after you, as we got through our work
At first she was going to turn and try to reach the camp.
.
Wolf's camp.''
But a second thought told her to go on where she had
who
nt
lieutena
tlie
by
They rode ,acrnss and were met
for.
started
'
Wfls delighte d to see them.
she let her h?rse go at the top of his. speed. .
'·So you got the young lady away from the redskins , P.h ?" . 1:hen
of redskins was easily a quarter of a mile beband
1he
he s:i.id, as he shook the hand of our hero
she figure? that she could hold them down.
and
her,
hn;i,d
"Yes, she rode back for the camu, and ~o did the China~f I only had my nfle l:lnd revolver ," she thought. "I
redman. I think they must have gof there safe for the after
don t ~ow why I left the six-shoo ter I always carry under
skins <l1d not follow them. They came after' 113 hut
my ~o~ice at the camp thi~ mornin~ . The Indians would
gave
thev
'
another,
unhorsed
and
them
of
three
dropped
yve
never ave_ thought of lookmg for 1_t,, after thev took the
· ·
1t up as a bad job."
111: my belt. Here I am w1t,1 only a knif e to p::it
one Ifihad with'"
"But they'll come along by an' b Y, " spo k e up th e scou t . up
a ght
"
·
rather
When thev find that we came right in throug-h
on sh~ rode, the ~oremos t of the Indians keeping about
vine they'll foll er us an' try ter catch us nappjn:• to-ni •rht,, th eOn,
dam1 distance behmd her. Never did the girl slacken
tl~e
. "Well, if there is any truth in what the Indian sayt the
un ess she saw her pursuers do so.
spee
said
"
time
this
by
mfantry must be pretty close here
they gave their horses a blow she did likewise.
When
'
lieutena nt.
only occurred twice, and th,m she came to the
this
~ut
the
up
spoke
"
"John Peto ~as a tongue that is straight,
ravme.
Inwounded NavaJo, who had decided to become a ,.,"'OOn.
The girl unhesita tingly rode on through it, and then a
dian, stepping forward.
or more of the Navajoe s put on a spurt and began
dozen_
cofthat
"All right, John," observed Wild. "Lieuten ant,
.
on her.
gam
to
fee smells appetizi ng; I guess we are in 4;ime to try some
She reached the end of the ravme and turned and s"-of it."
that they were getting closer to her.
"What we have got is at your service, Mr. West."
Up hill and down dale Arietta rode, and at length she
took
and
trees
the
of
one
ascended
Wild
After the meal
the trail led to a stream.
found
a look around.
rein for an instant to make sure that the stre:llY'
drew
She
the
of
side
other
the
see
to
him
for
le
It was impossib
and this !}ave her pursuers a cl1ance t,
forded,
been
had
telling
no
was
there
so
through,
ran
high ridge the ravine
yards.
few
a
gain
camp.
Indian
the
at
on
what was going
that it had been forded, the girl forced her steed
There were a little over ten miles from it now, but it was to Findir.g
into the water, and, splashin g and flounderi ng,
plunge
hidden from view.
the other side.
for
went
she
inthe
Our hero next turned his attention to the direction
J_ust as she wa»begi nning to th.ink_that it was ge~ting 1~..fantry were supposed to appear from.
she heard a well-kno wn voice:
But as far as he was able to see there was no signs of se11ous
"Come on, Et! We're here!"
them. They might have been within five miles, too, for
"Wild!" she cried, joyfully, as the form of her dashinr
there were patches of woods here and there and the hills young
lover appeared on the bank, followed by the cavalrvwere plentiful .
men.
.
reported
and
tree
the
down
came
Wild
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As the horse reached the bank one of ihe cavalrymen
caught him by the bridle, while Wild sprang into the water
to assist Arietta to dismount.
.
.
"You must re~rea~ at once!" ~,ned the brave girl. "The
Indians arc commg m full force!
"I see them!" exclaimed Lieutenant l{ager. "To cover,
everybody!_"
.
.
.
.
Wild fairly carried his brave little sweetheart mto the
woods.
"It was a great ride, Wild," she said. "But I won the race.
Now to save the soldiers!"
The words were scarcely out of her mouth when John
Peto, the Navajo, came through the bushes and called out:
"The soldiers come! The soldiers come! They no get
caught in ravine by Yellow Wolf! HU1Tahl John Peto is a
good Indian!"
Our hero ran to the edge of the little grove and saw that
the Indian spoke ihe truth.
With the captain riding ahead at a walk, the company
of soldiers that were expected at the trading post showed
up less than a quaiter of a mile away.
But the redskins were crossing the stream now, and that
meant it was either fight or flight.

CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

j

"Me thank you, Young Wild West; me thank you all," and
the redskin bowed to Chal'lic and Arietta.
The Navajo :,;eemed real happy.
.
.
.
"If I no get this I be tlead now," he said, nodding at his
wounded arm.
The squaw:,; and tepees were there, to be sure, but not a
wan-iol' was in sight.
.
.
They were in hiding somewhere, but as 1t ma~e htt~e
difference to our friends now, they turned and rode for their
own camp.
About a mile from the camp our friends :vere surprised
to hear a shot fired from the bushes on the right.
Wild heard the whiz of the bullet, so he guessed that
Jt had been meant for him.
He turned quick enough to see the smoke and then he
threw his rifle to his shoulder and fired.
A cry of pain sounded but it was not human.
It came from a horse.
Wild dismounted and plunged into the bushes.
.
The next minute he came in view of a crouching redskm.
Near him lay a horse in the last throes of. death.
Our hero gave a sta1t when he saw the Indian, for he rec•
ognized him as Yellow Wolf, the chief.
Covering him with his rifle, he called out:
"Hold up your hands, you sneaking scoundrel!
The treacherous old chief turned as if he had been stung
by a hornet, for he had bee~ loo_king for the approach of
our friends from a different direction.
.
When :tic saw who it , ·as he at once threw up his hands.
"I guess you'll get all that is _comi°;;g- to Y?U, Yellow _Wolf,"
Wild said. as he walked up to him. You tne<l to get m your
ambush work on me, did you?"
"Me good Injun," was the reply.
"You'll be mighty good if you try anothe1· shot."
"Me sorry."
"Sorry that you did not kill me, I suppose. Well, I don't
doubt it."
.
Wild had lowered his rifle now, and, acceptmg the chance
it afforded him, the chief dropped his hands and drew his
hunting-knife.
He leaped toward the young deadshot to strike his deathblow, but he was not quick enough.
Wild stepped nimbly aside and tripped him wit-h his foot.
Yellow Wolf uttei-ed an angry snarl, and, dropping the
knife, grabbed a revolver that stuck from his belt.
That was the last straw.
Young Wild West whipped out one of his shooters and
fired at him in time to save himself.
•
"There!" he exclaimed; "I guess you are a good Indian
now!"
'
"Yer kin bet your life he is, Wild!" spoke up the scout,
who was standing a few feet away, and had been in time to
see what happened last. "Ile's so good that he cowdn't hurt
no one, nohow, now!"
Wild took the headgear of the old chief and came out of
the bushes.
"°\Ve'll send this back to the reservation," he said. "It
is all that remains of Yellow Wolf that is worth looking at."
They rode on and soon came to the camp where the squaws,
children and old men of the band that had come to join Y ellow Wolf were waiting.
Lieutenont Hager and his men were there, and the whole
crowd were prisoners of war now.
Jim and the girls were walking around among them, and
when they saw their three friends riding up they broke
into a cheer.
"So vou saved the soldiers from the ambush, eh, Wild?"
Jim called out.
"Something like that, I guess," was the reply. "But wait
till you hear about Arietta's great ride."
Anna and Eloise hugged Arietta with delight.
Our friends remained there until the next day, when the
cavalry arrived from the post.
The footsoldiers marched on to take the places of the cavalry at the post, while the latter were scouring the country
for the scattered Indians.
Young Wild West and his friends felt that they had done
their share in t..li.e brief campaign, so they set out in search
of fresh adventures and thrilling escapes.

"Ride out and meet the soldiers, Et," said \Vild, when he
saw that his sweetheart was as cool and collected as ever.
"We will give the redskins a little hot lead as they come
over the creek."
·
A way she went to meet the advancing men and hun-y them
along to the fight that awaited them.
Then it was that riderless horses floundered about in every
direction.
.
The cavalrymen kept right on firing, but the redskins must
have thought they had very few to contend with, for they
were not checked.
The redskins were firing as they came, no doubt thinking
that the defense could not last long.
In ~pite of the galling fire that Young Wild West, Cheyene
Charlie and the cavalrymen poured into their ranks, they
got across and started for the trees.
It was not until then that Yellow Wolf undertook to cross
the creek. Evidently he expected to get there just about
the time it was all over.
But if he did, he was a badly mistaken redskin.
He was just half way over when a long line of fire belched
from the trees and the braves went down right and left.
Horses and riders fell together in the creek and the water
became dyed a deep crimson.
T!ie soldiers were right there, and they were doing things
up m proper shape.
Young Wild West and Chefene Charlie took no part whatever in the fight after the infantry got there.
They felt that they had done their share.
In a few minutes the redskins were on the run.
There was only one thing for the soldiers to do and that
was to cross the creek, which was waste-deep.
'
Holding their weapons and :(lmmunition above their heads
they went over, the cavalrymen leading.
'
Our friends were the last to cross.
They knew the most of the survivors would get away because the infantry could not catch them.
'
But the five cavalrymen were in hot pursuit so they thought
they might as well follow them.
Leaving the soldiers, without having lost a man, they now
went on.
A1ietta rode at the side of her lover, as happy as she
could be.
They did not ride very fast going back.
.
John Peto, his arm in the sling, came along with them,
silent and very thoughtful.
"What is the matter, J ohJi ?" Wild asked him, as they
neared the camp of his chief.
"Young- Wild West," said he, "me like to ask ii me a
prisoner?"
"No, John, you are not. You are as free as the air. I will
send you to the trading post with the soldiers, and then you
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
can take your old place in society on the reservation. You
have earned it, so you need not fear that you will be tried COWBOY CAMP; OR, THE TRAIL THAT LED TO A
for iroin& on the wa.r-path. I am boss of this job, I guess." TRAP."
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FROM ALL POINTS
!body. His coffin was six feet four long long, four
GOVERNMENT WIRELESS PLANTS
The Government has erected wireless plants at feet four inches wide, and two feet four inches deep.
rv arious points along the Atlantic and Pacific Coast The wall of the house in which he died was tal:cn
and at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, and Cavite, in the down to admit of the removal of the body, which
Philippines. The Government shore stations, ac- was then drawn to the churchyard and s1id down r..n
cording to the reports of the Bureau of Navigation, inclined plane into the grave. His height was five
numbered 135 on June 3, 1918, of which eighty- feet eleven inches.
Who is the heaviest man in the world at present?
eight were in continental United States, twenty in
Alaska, nineteen in the Philippine Islands, three in Charles Jackson, of Brockton, Mass., claims the disthe Canal Zone, two in Hawaii, and one each in tinction, and he packs around 608 pounds of fat,
Porto Rico, Guam and Samoa. The Government muscles, and bones to prove it. So far as is known,
there is nobody who has more, in that section, at
ship stations totalled 470.
The station at Arlington, Va., has been in regular least.
Charles Jackson has everything made to order.
communicati~n with the _station at Chollas Hei_ghts
near Sa?- J?iego,. Cal., smc~ May 1, 1917. Dir~ct His clothing, shoes, hats, and even his furniture a:1d
~ommumcation with an I_tahan Government station his home, are specially constructed. When he sits
m Rome :was also e~ta~hshed. On ~eptember 29, down in an oridnary chair it collapses into kindling.
1917, radio commumcat10n was established between The floors of his new house were made extra strong,
Arlington and Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, via Sayville, as a safety precaution. Those of the old house
N. Y. Messages are now transmitted between Arl- trembled when he walked on them. And Jackson
ington and the Philippine~. through San Diego, Cal., \is growing all the time in weight. He is only six
a:1~ Pearl H~rbor, Hawau: Under f:i,vorable con- feet tall. When he was married thirty-three years
d1t10?-s, at ?Ight, th~ Arlmgton station can c?m- ago, he weighed 176 pounds.
The Saturday Blade has recently mentioned a
mumcate directly _w1t!1 the Pearl. Harbor sta~1on,
but the usual practice 1s to relaf th1ough San Diego, number of men who are nearly in Jackson's class.
Cal., and Pearl Harbor, Hawau. Under favorable A mong th ese was Sam Irwi·n , a 'bus driver , of Three
t t·
t · ht th A 1· gt
·t·
h lai·ms to be the biggest man in
M. h
con d1 10ns, a n1g , e rm on s a 10n can com- R.
b t ivers, ic ., w o c
t t·
lH b
·th th P
. t a· tl
who is an active worker. When
States
e ear ar ors a_ ion, u the United
mumca e irec. Y :'71
Irwin's photograph was taken for the Blade! he
the usual practice 1s to relay through San Diego.
weighed 480 pounds, but it is said that ·h~ ~t tm1;es
has tipped the scales at 515 pounds. Givmg him
FAT MEN
credit for that weight, he still is ninety-three pounds
The fattest man of whom we have any record was
under the Brockton man.
Daniel Lambert, who was born in the city of LeicesW. T. Brinson, of Waycross, Ga., weighs 585
ter England, on March 13, 1769, and died in Stamin his stocking feet, but at one time he was
pounds
ford, June 21, 1809. His father was keeper of the
prison in Leicester. He was at a very early age fifteen pound heavier. It took him fifteen years to
very fond of those exercises and amusements which lose his fifteen pounds.
are comprehended under the de- - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- nomination of field sports, racing,
fishing, and cock fights. He always
possessed great muscular power,
and at the age of nineteen could lift
great weights and could carry five
60 LESSONS
Price 35 Cents Per Copy
I
hundredweight with ease. It was at
60 LESSONS
this age that he began to grow corThis handsome publication contains 64 pa_ges o~ rea~ing matter. It was
written by one of the most expert scenar_10 writers m _the world. _Every
pulent. Soon after he succeeded his
known angle of scenario writing is explained. There 1s no necessity for
father as keeper of the prison at
ou to apply to so-called correspon~enc~ schools, or to take _private
fuition in the art of ocenario construct!on, 1f you have a. copy of this book.
Leicester, and it was within a year
.
It teaches eTerything necessary to write salable scenarios.
after he entered upon his confined
If you have an imaginative mind .to invent plc:,ts, you c.~n learn the ~ntu-e
technique c,f photoplay constri~chon from this book at the low price of
and sedentary life that his bulk accents.
35
rapid
most
and
quired the greatest
For Sale by All News-dealers and Booksellers
he
death
his
before
increase. Just
If ou cannot procure a copy, send us the price, 35 cents, in money or
pos~age stamps, and we will mail you one, postage free. Address:
weighed 739 pounds. He measured
L. SENARENS, No. 219 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
three feet one inch around the leg,
and nine feet four inches around the
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WORKING IN THE SENATE
-OR-

fRQM PAGE BOY TO GOVERNOR
By DICK ELLISON
( A SERIAL STOltYl
CHAPTER XX (Continued).
"What does all this mean?" he asked some of the
. cownspeople. ,"What are they trying to do with that
negro ?"
"He assaulted and killed his employer and a
daughter, oL.t in the conntry here. They took bloodhounds, caught him th. morning, and jailed him."
··Yes, yes. But what is he doing here?"
"Why, they are going to burn the scoundrel if I
know anything about what we see from here. 'And
a g·ood job, too. Save the county a long bill of costs
in trying him."
.. Do you mean to say they are going to burn that
poor wretch, without trying him?"
.. Looks that way, Captain. But they will come
back and hear you after it's over."
''Black or white, guilty or not guilty I will not
stand idly here and make no effort to sa~e this poor
fellow until a jury decides. Why, this is awful."
Young Walford jumped down from the steps and
began to push his way through the crowds toward
the band of lynchers.
"Better go slow, Mr. Walford," cautioned his immediate friends. "It may injure your success here
to-night."
"Go slow!" sneered Ed. "And a human being in
such a fix as that..:_without a trial or without a
friend ?" He raised his voice loudly.
"Who will follow me?" he :;;houted. "I am going
to try to stop this thing."
CHAPTER XXII.
YOUNG WALFORD'S PLEA FOR JUSTICE.

Seeing that the boy orator meant business, several
of the more respectable citizens fell in Walford's
wake, as he pushed his way toward the stake, where
the lynchers had arrived, and a larger crowd of
passive spectators gradually thickened, until a vast
ring surrounded the open space left free for the
operations of these self-appointed executioners.
"Now, you blasted scoundrel," said the leader of
the lynchers, addressing the trembling wretch, "if
you have anything to say agin what we are about to
do to you. now is your time to speak up."

The negro attempted to speak, b1J.t the rope round
his neck was tighten ed, as some of the holders of it
pulled him toward the stake.
About this time Ed pushed his way through the
front ranks of spectators, and strode toward the
men who had the negro in charge.
"He wants to talk, " said Walford. "Why don't
you let up on that rope and give him a chance·(·'
Suiting action to words, the young man sprang
forward and with his own hands loosened the rope.
"Fo' heav'n's sake-I-I-di dn't do it," stammered the man, falling on his knees. "Don't. let
them burn me, marster ! Dcn't--"
"Here, you!" interrupted the leader, drawing a revolver as he spoke. "What do ye mean by interferin' here in this way?"
"I mean nothing, except to 1.9lead with you to let
this poor fellow speak. I and others would like to
hear what he has to say for himself."
, "Well, suppose ye get back in the crowd where
you belong. We know he is guilty, and we don't
'low to have any outsider buttin' in."
"Oh, you don't!" Walford saw that not less th::.n a
dozen of the men who were following him were
gathered closely about, despite the angry looks of
the lynchers. "We may get back-present ly."
Others, who had been bringing wood and kerosene, dropped their loads, and were closing up, to
hear what this row was about.
Meanwhile the negro, on his knees, was clasping
Walford's coattails and crying with · pitiful iteration:
"I didn't do it-'deed I didn't. Don't let 'em burn
me, marster."
"He says he did not do the deed," continued Ed.
"Did any of you see him do it?"
"N-no. But we struck the trail, and the bloodhounds took us to this fellow. Of course he is
guilty. Out of the way there!"
The leader raised his pistol, but in a trice Walford
pulled one and covered the other, as he shouted:
"I am in for fair play. If this man is really
guilty, he should suffer. He says he is not. Why
do you-America ns, who love fair play-want to
deny this black man a chance to prove whether he
really is your man or not?"
These determined words and Walford's quick
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action in getting the drop had a deterrent effect on the Ed Walford who made that syeech in Doane's
some of the crowd. But the leader was not to be behalf?"
"Mr. Doane, I am glad to meet you, though I
thus daunted, and cried to several of his followhope now you will come over to my side in this
ers:
"Take that chap's weapon away. He may hurt affair. Yes, I am the Walford you mean."
"Ah, if I had only known you at first we would
some one."
Walford sudo.enly sprang upon one of the large be glad to heed you.r advice. This fellow's guilty, of
blocks of wood fetched by the lynchers, to be split course, but anything you say goes with the Doanes.
and used to feed the fire about the stake wh~n the Boys," addressing his own crowd, "this man is all
right. He ·got my half-brother a new trial. Hurrah
victim should be bound and ready.
Ed Walford, say L"
for
"Fellow citizens," began Ed, "I came to your t~wn
that nothing was too good for the boy
After
with far different ideas of what I was to do than I
They helped the sheriff secure a carriage
orator.
find here now. From what this poor man says, I
offered to go en masse as a posse to
prisoner,
the
for
comthink he should be given a chance. The crime
mitt--:d is an awful one. Somebody should suffer for guard him, and fairly wrung Ed~s hand unt.il it
it. But are you sure this is the right man? Come! ached.
"Don't ypu see, Mr. Doane," finally said Walford,
Look me in the eyes, all you who are anxious to
important it is to be certain you have the
"how
a
to
him
condemn
and
stake
that
to
chain this man
most horrible death. How many of you really and right man? Think of your brother, and the court
that gives him another chance."
truly know that he is the one who did this deed?"
"I do, I do. But it was your speech that fetched
With this 'our hero, turning on the block, fixed his
keen eyes on those of the lynchers. The leader 'em. I heard and read all about it. And when that
trial comes off again we want you, and no one else,
alone was cursing volubly.
"Suppose you woke up to find you had burned the to be his main lawyer-;-will you?"
"I will that, if I am admitted to practice at all,"
wrong man? How will you feel?"
and Ed thought of what Captain Dorkins had writMuttering exclamations followed to the effect:
"He's only a nigger. What's one more or ten to the same purport.
Meanwhile the prisoner, much relieved, was taken
less? The hounds trailed him. It's obliged to be
off to the county jail by the sheriff, while nearly all
him."
. "Say you so?" cried Ed. "I say that is no way to the would-be lynchers crowded into the hall, with
Judge a man, who may be innocent. I say put him the rest of the crowd, and heard Walford's effort for
.
back in jail. Give him a chance to prove what and Colger.
It roused their enthusiasm, but more for the
who he is, and where he was during the perpetration of that awful crime. Am I right, men? Or am speaker than the man spoke't]. for.
I wrong?"
Fred Doane led the cheering by jumping on a
and crying:
seat
a
said
right,"
"By George, sir, I believe you are
"Hurrah for .the boy governor! Hurrah for Waltall, white-bearded man, stepping forward as one
having authority. "I'm sheriff of this county-just ford! Colger is all right, but we want Walford.
got here; and I call on all good citizens to help me Hurrah for Walford !"
take this prisoner to the county jail at McDowell
They were given with a whoop, but Ed pleaded
' frantically for cheers for Colger .
five miles away."
.Saying this, he drew a revolver, and taking out
"Colger's all right-we'll vote for him this fall.
his knife, cut the rope from the prisoner's neck. But next time we want a boy governor. Hurrah for
Walford jumped down.
Walford!"
"I am with you, sir," said he. "Walford is my
Ed's speech was a good one, just suited to the
name-Edward Walford. I came here to deliver a mental caliber and tone of his audience.
political address, but I am ready and anxious to see
He told them of their hard life and their hopes
the law tak;e its proper course. I doubt if this poor through socialistic and other more or less visionary
chap is guilty, and by all means he should be placed schemes; and he touched just enough upon the preswhere he will have half a chance."
ent campaign and its really vital questions to arouse
When Ed announced his name, the leader of the the enthusiasm of the crowd for Colger.
lynchers recoiled, as if some one had struck him in
That went all right, until some grimy-faced fellow
the face.
in the back of the hall shouted out:
"Colger is all right. We'll vote for Colger. But
He shoved his own weapon into its holster, and
we want is Walford, two years from now.
what
came forward with a curious, half tremulous air,
and held out his hand to the boy orator. Ed took it, Hurrah for Walford!"
As soon as Ed could again make himself heard he
but seemed surprised.
"My name is Fred Doane," said he. "I am a half concluded in these words:
brother of the Doane to whom the court of appeals
(To be continued.)
granted a new trial the other day. Are you, sir,
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
New York, given recently by a person familiar with
some of the secrets of the new organization announced a few days ago.
The members are not expected to make arrests,
it is understood, but will keep their identities hidden
so no one may know whether the person next to him
is a "secret service" man. Special Deputy Conunissioner John M. Shaw is chief of the new bureau,
which is understood to be modelled very closely
after the American Protective League, which was
dissolved by the Government at the end of hostilities
as an organization which did not fit the ideals of
American institutions under peace conditions.
At the head of the secret service, the exact character of which police officials make every effort to
conceal, are big business men, bankers, brokers,
lawyers and others who have the entry to New
York's best clubs and•social circles, and to each of
whom is said to have been allotted a section of the
SET BRUSH FIRES TO GET RICH QUICK
"Vaulting ambition o'erleaps itself," are no idle city over which he is to act as captain.
The idea of dividing the city into zones for secret
words, as can be proved by Clarence Osborne of
was first adopted by the American Protecplaced
service
be
to
enough
young
youth
Croton, N. Y., a
in the custody of Probation Officer Decker, who will tive League, which differed from the present organkeep 'an eye on the young man on an order made by ization, however, in that it· was perfectly frank
County Judge Young. Osborne has a novel "get- about the character of its organization and perrich-quick" scheme, but unfortunately for him he mitted newspaper men to learn the names of its
officers.
overworked it.
Under the zone captains the police volunteer
It was brought out during the young man's trial
set
had
he
"secret service" is said to be filled from all classes
that the inspiration came to him after·
fire to some high grass near a barn in Croton and of workers-chauffeu rs, laborers, hod carriers,
threatened the building's destruction. At the waiters or any one else who is deemed fitted for
proper time Osborne ran upon the property and service.
after much hustling succeeded in extinguishing the
It is also said there are branches for different
flames just in the nick of time. The woman who trades, with a view to letting the police know what
owned the barn was so grateful that she gave him is going on in any shop or factory about which in$25 as a reward.
quiries may be made. It is said several thousand
This was easy money and the youth decided to go reports on individuals already have been made.
into the "business regularly. He would start fires
It was explained that to many places in the city
and put them out and then claim a reward. Easy! it is impossible for a detective to gain entrance
He tried it several times, it was alleged, but the ex- without being "spotted," but under the present plan
pected rewards were not forthcoming, and he made it is generally possible to have a "member" who has
the mistake of sending bills to the owners of the entrance to almost any place, whether it be a secret
"saved" property for his services.
labor union meeting or a club.
After one unsuccessful attempt he was arrested
The avowed purpose of the "secret service" is to
and indicted for arson. His trial and conviction fight Anarchy and Bolshevism, and is said to have
followed.
nothing to do with detection of crimes. It is said
Benjamin Fagin of Ossining received many let- the activities of all branches of the Socialist Party
ters from individuals asking for clemency because and the extreme radical organizations and "parJor
of Osborne's good reputation, and as no damage had Bolsheviki" are included in the surveillance.
been done by the fire, Judge Young decided to give
One complaint made against some members of the
him a chance to behave himself in the future and put American Protective League was that they displayed
him on probation.
their shields in personal controversies and by threatening antagonists with arrest or unfavorable reports
used their position for oppression. The result was
SECRET POLICE SPY ON ALL.
the first badges were called in by the Governthat
members
1,000
A vast spy system of more than
and a new means of identification established
ment
the
of
description
the
was
2,000,
have
to
soon
and
eliminated the words "secret service."
which
'·Special ~ervice Bureau of the Police Department,"

COAST SWIMMERS PROUD OF ROSS' RECORD
The excellent showing made by Norman Rbss, the
Pacific Coast swimmer and former member of the
Olympic Club of New York, in the Allied games held
in France, did not surprise his San Franc-i,sco
friends who freely had predicted he would maintain
his reputation.
The fact that he won every swimming event in
which he was entered is held as additional proof by
these friends that their claim that Ross is one of the
greatest and most versatile swimmers of all time is
not without merit. While swimmers like Duke Kahanamoku and others have been world beaters in a
few events in which they have specialized as, for
instance, the sprints, Ross has proved himself a
master swimmer in practically all the distanceslong and short.
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. ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
CAT IN TIN HAT.
A stray cat tangled things up badly in Stamford,
Conn., early the other moming. The feline hobo was
desperately hungry, and, in its haste and eagerness
to satisfy the hunger, thrust its head into a salmon
can that appeared to shrink.
..(\nyway, the cat was unable to get its head out
and rushed about blindly and wildly, knocking down
babies in its efforts to free itself.
The people in the neighborhood became so alarmed
that they called on the police and fire departments to
kill the wild cat. Tabby was very tame after the
can was pried off its head by a policeman.
EACH GERMAN OWES UPWARD OF $2,500
According to the Cologne Zeitung, which quotes
Dr. Dernburg, the burden of debt for Germany now
is $2,500 to $2,600 per capita against $~2 before
the war.
"This is the average per head," says Dr. Dernburg, ·'including men, women and children, whether
wage earners or not. An amount many times
greater than that sum, depending on the number in
the family, will be exacted from each able-bodied
wage-earner.
''This terrible debt is to be borne by a population
now numbering only ' 57,000,000, against 65,000,000
formerly. Large territories with their population
are lost to the empire and cannot contribute."
Dr. Dernburg estimates the total German debt exceeds the national wealth.

and the child fell into the river. He was soon struggling in a whirlpool, and the next thing he remembers was "his head striking something hard."
What he struck was a suction pipe over 200 feet
long and three feet in diameter through which the
water is drawn for the cooling plant of the City of
London Electric Lighting Company. Through this
pipe the boy was 1carried by the current. A man on
shore noticed his disappearance, and the officials cut
off the water and went to the water circulating
chamber to remove the body. Removing the cover
from the well they were surprisd to hear a lusty
shout, and out clambered the lad little the worse
for his adventure.

TAMING AN ELEPHANT
The elephant's freaks of malignity when it is out
of temper are remarkable, and the only one who has
control over it is a strong-willed keeper. The keepers
of one zoological institution had a long struggle with
a big male elephant in attempting to remove a chain
from around one of its tusks and replace it with a
stronger one. Chains were attached to its forelegs
and run about its neck. They were also secured to
its tusks, and the free motion of the head was
checked. In this condition the pachyderm was
chained to the front of his inclosure. It was found
that one of the clamps at the tusk was insecure, and
it was decided to replace it. To do this the animal
had to be thrown, and a rope was first attached 'to his
hind legs.
The rope was passed through a block, and, the
at· hi:t, forefeet being held securely, the men
chains
A LILLIPUTIAN WATCH.
away slowly but surely, drawing the elehauled
its
with
clock,
If the ponderous old grandfather's
weights and wheels, could do so, it would doubtless phant's from beneath him. He struggled 11ercely in
r2.ise its hands in surprise at sight of the ring watch, resistance, but the block and tackle were too much
the smallest member of the time-keeper of the min- for him. He was finally drawn down upon his
utes and hours adorns, and is adorned by, a finger- haunches, after which the chain holding his right
forefoot was crossed to the left side of the enclosure
ring studded with jewels.
This watch is a composite time-piece, the works and drawn taut. The difficulty was then to roll th~
being of Swiss manufacture, and the case of New animal over on his side. Several men entered the
York make, says Popular Science Monthly. The enclosure and pushed and tugged at him, but their
movement is smaller than a ten-cent piece and the efforts were without avail until a rope passed under
case is studded with diamonds, even the winder be- his right foot and over his back enabled the men to
ing set with one of these precious stones. As a novel concentrate their efforts. He rolled over on his
and attractive ornament this little watch is pretty left side.
'l'he keeper then jumped on the elephant's head,
sme to find favor with the fair sex, and it is possible
while he was in this helpless condition the iron
and
that it may to some extent replace the wrist watch
which has recently gained so greatly in popularity, clamp on the tusk was removed and a stronger one
put in its place.
especially among soldiers. ·
When the work was done the chain on the right
forefoot was taken off, and the animal was permitted
to regain an upright position, the men jumping off
DRAWN INTO 300 INTAKE WATER PIPE
Percy Silk, a boy of ten in South London, has be- at a signal from the superintendent. The foot ropes
come famous as the hero of a remarkable escape were then eased, and the elephant stood up once
from death. He was playing by the side of the more, and was drawn close to the front, where his
Thames, when a companion gave him a playful push shackles were taken from his feet.
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he hung tenaciously through the whole exciting
turmoil.
There had been no time to secure water or proIvisions. The only chance of life lay in the boats outBy Paul Braddon.
riding the sto1·m and rescue by some passing vessel .
-.
death came through starvation.
before
The news was in everybody's mouth. It flew fast,
and nights passed, but no help came. Ernest
Days
in
pharisees,
Mercantile
does.
as bad news always
all their pride of solvency, stood at the street corners Gray and Caleb Smugg was fast succumbing to it ..
Ernest was the stronger of the two, and kept his
and thanked heaven that they were not as he.
steadily on that of the starving wretch, who
eye
"Pride must have a fall," moralized the moralizers.
quailed under his look like a subdued animal.
soo:i;i
high!"too
altogether
head
his
held
"Giles Gregory
"I'll have the rascal arrested!" cried Eben Nab- He sank back in the boat, and the pallor of death
coin, the money-lender, who had "done a bill" for Mr. began to settle on his face.
"I have something to tell you before you die," he
Gregory the day .before.
gasped.
said.
"What a pity for Mr. Smugg," everybody
Ernest leaned over him, for his words were
"He's such a nice young man, and now he's thrown
scarcely audible.
out of employment."
,,
The dying man continued in murmuring tones.
Mr. Smugg, in whom so much sympathy centered,
was Mr. Gregory's head clerk and business manager. Intense astonishment was pictured on Ernest's face
The hapless merchant's protest that the blow had as the poor wretch breathed his last.
A sail hove in sight at that moment. E.rnest sigfallen unforeseen of course passed for nothing with
the keen Mr. Nabcoin. That Mr. Gregory had gotten naled it and was seen and rescued.
*
*
*
*
*
him to discount a bill the very day before his failure,
once
than
more
had
Gregory
Alice
The beauty of
to the distrustful mind of Eben was conclusive proof
Nabcoin
Eben
that
heart
little
the
in
flutter
a
caused
attorneys,
his
of fraud, and as soon as Fleecem Bros.,
could prepare the requisite papers, he had the de- had. He ventured to tell her so on one occasion, but
the avowal was met with scorn. Maybe it was belinquent debtor arrested and sent to jail.
Leaving him there for the present, and his mother- cause he felt the flutter still; maybe it was for venless daughter, Alice, to grieve over his misfortune, geance sake. At any rate Eben came one day to see
let us follow for a little Ernest Gray, who had long the afflicted daughter of him whom he had cast into
.
prison.
loved Alice as well-well, as well as she loved him.
"It is in your power to set your father free," he
Alice's father disapproved the young man's suit.
He had higher aims for his daughter than a match said.
A gleam of joy for an instant lit up the girl's wan
with one whose position was yet to be won, and
Then a half-terrified expression succeeded.
features.
his
press
to
yputh
a
proud
Ernest Gray -was too
"How-how may I do it?" she faltered.
claim, when pelf, not love, might be thought to be his
"By becoming my wife," was the cold, relentless
motive. He had gone to seek his fortune in a distant
answer.
city, whence, after a time, seeing a chance of better"My father would scorn to accept his liberty at
ing his prospects in a foreign land, with a heart as
stanch as the good ship that bore him; he sailed away, such a price," she said, "even if I were base enough
hoping to return one day and claim the treasure left to offe·r it."
A spectator came upon the scene unobserved. As
behind.
In mid ocean a great storm arose. Nobly the stout Alice turned her back upon the man she loathed her
eyes fell upon Ernest Gray.
ship fought against it, and for days held her own.
"Oh, Ernest, Ernest, I'm so glad you have come!"
At last a leak was sprung, which increased at every
motion of the laboring vessel. Passengers and crew she exclaimed. "This man has not only thrown my
took turns at the pumps with the energy of men father into prison, but now adds the insult of asking
me to be his--"
struggling for life, but still the water gained.
She could not speak the word.
captain,
gallant
the
shouted
"Lower the boats!"
"That, I presume, is the price asked for your
when at last it became apparent that the only choice
lay between the slender hope thus afforded and go- father's liberty?" said Ernest.
"I have so put it," spoke up Eben, with easy asing down with the sinking ship.
surance.
for
soon,
The command was obeyed, and none too
"Maybe there is another price you would accept,"
the last off the frail craft barely escaped being
drawn into the vortex caused by the doomed vessel replied Ernest, with equal coolness.
"I have named the only one."
as she disappeared beneath the surging billows.
"Not the money due you?" Ernest asked.
Ernest Gray found himself in the small boat, with
"Oh, if you are able to pay that," said Eben with
two companions-one of them Caleb Smuggs, who,
too, had chanced to be a passenger on the ill-fated a sarcastic grin.
"Mr. Gregory is," Ernest interrupted. In a few
ship. He alone had thought of saving his effects.
He held a black leather satchel in his hand, to which words he told the story of his shipwreck, concluding
THE BLACK SATCHEL.
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thus: "With his dying breath Caleb Smugg con- the woman mother. In the course of a couple of
fessed that he had plundered his employer for years, months the past seemed a dream to him, and he
and that it was the sums thus abstracted, which he would have forgotten all about it had he not kept
had artfully concealed by false book-keeping, and repeating to himself, "I am not Johnny Manton, but
not any real bosses, which caused Mr. Gregory's fail- I Willie Allbright, and they stole me away from Shefure. The fruit of his dishonesty Caleb, who was a field." He was in Liverpool six weeks before he
very prudent man, carefully hoarded; and in this knew the name of the city. When he had been
satchel which he gave me will be found every cent of taught how to dance, sing, tumble, and walk a tightthe stolen money. It belongs to Mr. Gregory, and is rope-a matter of three months' time-he was taken
more than enough to pay all he owes and set him around the country with a small show, which the
woman owned in part .
going again."
Once, when they were showing at Doncaster, a
. So Mr. Nabcoin got his _money, Giles Gr;gory ~is
miles away, Willie observed a man, whose face
few
son-ms
liberty, ai:id ~rnest Gray 1s now the latter
a familiar look, gazing at him in an earnest
had
law and Jumor partner.
manner, and presently heard him say to a friend:
"The laddie keeps me thinking of the child who
T
ALLBRIGH
WILLIE
OF
was stolen away from neighbor Allbright, but of
THE KIDNAPP ING
course it can't be the one.''
There was nothing new in the plot of the desperThe boy was about to call out that his name was
ate villains who sought to extort money from Mr.
Allbright, when the woman, who always kept
Willie
Ross by stealing his son Charley. The kidnapping
eye on him, came closer and intimidated
eagle
an
of children for the sake of gain or revenge has been
him. The show then hurriedly packed up and left
practiced for hundreds of years.
the place.
The case of Willie Allbright, an English lad, was
He was about eight years old when he changed
Sheffield
at
lived
full of strange adventures . He
being sold for a good round price to a man
masters,
with his parents until five years of age. His father
himself Professor Williams. This man
called
who
was employed in a great factory there, and his
was a vent;riloquist and juggler, and he took the boy
mother was a dressmake r for the neighborhood. to Australia with him and gave hall performanc es
They lived in a cottage in the suburbs of the town,
for a year or so. They then returned and made the
and at the age of four the boy was permitted to run
of Scotland and Ireland, and sailed for America.
tour
about the neighborho od a good deal. At five-when
Allbright was about eleven years old when he landed
he was kidnapped -he was sent to the stores to make
in New York. The professor then took the name of
purchases, and knew all the streets clear to the fac- La Pierre, though he was no Frenchman in look or
tory in ·which his father worked. One day in 1861,
speech, and traveled for a year. One day, as they
about two o'clock in the afternoon, he was sent to a we,:e filling a date at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, the boy
store three blocks away after some buttons.
was sent to the postoffice with letters, and a curic,us
Before he reached it a strange man accosted him thing happened. One of the four boys who had witand asked his name. He then gave Willie some nessed the performanc e the night previous made up
sweetmeats and asked him to go and look at a Punch to him in a friendly way and asked his name.
and Judy shew in the town, promising to return
'·Johnny Manton," was the reply.
with him in a half hour. The boy eagerly set off
"Yes, but that's your stage name. What is the
with him, and was taken to the railroad depot and
other?"
placed on a train in charge of a middle-aged woman,
"Willie Allbright."
who gave him more sweetmeats and was very kindly
"That's funny. A family named Allbright live
and
away
moved
spoken. She said the show had
they. were going after it, and the novelty of the next door to us. They used to live in England."
"So did I."
child's position prevented him from feeling any
''Maybe you are related. I'm going to tell 'em
anxiety. When the detectives came to take the case
disappearboy's
the
after
days
about you."
up, as they did two
ance, they got no clue whatever.
Two hours later a man and his wife called at the
beLiverpool,
to
Sheffield
and asked for the boy, and the mother had no
from
hotel
taken
The boy was
ing so well treated on the way that he had no sooner set eyes on him than she hugged him to her
thought of his home. At Liverpool he was told that heart. The father was longer making up his mind,
his name was John Manton, and that the woman was but he soon came to feel certain that John Manton
his mother. ,Vhen he disputed the point he was was Willie Allbright and the boy who had been
soundly whipped. His hair was cut close, his dress stolen from him seven or eight years before. Tho
entirely changed, and a liquid was rubbed on his skin parents had been in America three years, and had
long before given up all hopes of ever hearing from
which turned it dark.
child. The professor made a great kick, as hi~
the
and
After a couple of weeks lessons in tumbling
and };)utter were at stake, but when he founci
bread
was
He
boy.
the
to
given
were
tight-rope walking
never permitted to go out alone or to converse with the people determined to have justice done he slipped
strangers, and it soon came natural for him to call away in the night and was heard of no more,
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with smuggling the drugs jnto prisons. They .will
to get the drug
------------~ ~------------ ----------- use any extent of patience in order
to the inmates of the different jails. Of course the
NEW YORK, AUGUST 22, 1919.
profits are enormous. One man used to split postal
cards, put the whit~ powder between the two parts
and cleverly paste the parts together again, write a
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
message on it and address it to the person in jail.
Another trick of his was to remove about twenty or
Ceata
.OIi
thirty pages of a magazine and paste the dope right
••
••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
BtDste Coplea
.,s c-ta
One Cep:r Three lllontb1 ••.••••••• •• ••..•••••••••
in the binding, then put the pages back again.
1.so
Oae Cepy 81x lleRth1 ...•.• •• ••••.•••..••.••••••
Sometimes he would write a letter on a piece of
I.Gt
o... Oop:, Oae T-r ...•......•..••...•..•...• •.••
paper that had been soaked with some narcotic
POSTAGE 1'tEE
so that the person receiving it could chew
solution,
HOW 'l'O 8:mND MONJ!CY-.4t our rlllll: send P. O. llon.e:,
Order. Check or Rea1steTed Letter; romittnnces ha any other
the paper and get some effect from the narcotic.
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wa:, ·~ at your risk. We 11.~cept PMtase Stamps the same as
When aenillllg 1Uver WN.p tbe Coln In a separate pleC41
or paper to &Told cutting the en7elope. W.ritl your name and
addreea plainly. Addresa letters to

cash.

HARRY E.

WOLFF,

Publisher,

,,

166 West 28d St., New York

GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES

GRINS AND c.HUCKI...ES
"John, do you love me?" "Yes." "Do you adore
me?" "I s'pose." "Will you always love me?" "Yehere, woman, what have you ordered to be sent home
now'?"

The Army dirigible A-4, in command of Lieut.
G. W. McEntire, U.S. A., started from Akron, Ohio, Mrs. Bacon-I see a fashion article on bridal veils
for Washington on the night of July 11 and arrived relates that a recent bride wore her face covered on
at her destination on the following morning, having tl_ie way to the altar. Mr. Bacon-I suppose the bride
flown 407 miles in eighteen hours, flying time at an didn't want the groom to see she was laughing at
average speed of eighteen miles per hour. . Strong Ihim.
head winds prevailed nearly all the way. Fog was
"I am glad to find you so much better, old man.
encountered during almost the entire trip, necessitating keeping the craft at an altitude of about Does the doctor expect you to be out soon?" "I think
4,000 feet. Steering was by compass. The A-4 is he expects me to be out the amount of his bill. He
162 feet in length and thirty-three feet in diameter. sent it in to-day."
Her cubic content is 95,000 feet and her lifting
Judge-You have not yet established the prisoncapacity of 6,460 pounds.
er's insanity. Attorney-But, your honor, we mean
to introduce witnesses to show that the prisoner
In China the natives still make their tin foil by habitually argues politics with women.
the most primitive methods. Pieces averaging 1¼
by 2 inches, cut from thin castings of tin, are piled
"I am convinced," said the nervous man, "that we
on granite, 210 deep; the reason for the particular
to rearrange our holidays." "In what way?"
ought
number is not apparent to the occidental eye. This
to bring Thanksgiving Day on the 5th of
as
"So
pile is hammered down, and another placed on top
I always feel most devoutly grateful then to
of it, and so on until the stack is 3,360 sheets deep July.all my family with me uninjured."
find
and about 12 by 24 inches, padded with leather at
the bottom and waste foil at the top. Heating the
"Yottr husband squanders lots of money, doesn't
aggregations at intervals prevents sticking. The
he?" "Yes, lots of it." "He squandered a dollar
sheets are finally cut in three pieces and beaten to on cigars yesterday, did he not?" "Yes." "And
about 13 by 18 inches. The Swatow district uses
the day before for a diamond?" "Oh, that
some 700 tons of tin a year for this purpose, each $110 squande1·ed; that was for me."
wasn't
100 pounds producing 60 to 70 pounds of foil, or a
total annual output approximating 450 tons.
"How old would you say she was?" "Well, let's
When we were in high-school together she used
see.
A clever man will carry dope on his person in all
me because I was a kid. Now I'm thirtysnub
to
kinds of ways. He will have a false fountain-p~n,
ll, I should say she was
and-am-m-m-we
seven,
have
will
he
drug;
of
half full of ink and half full
time."
this
by
twenty-eight
a false memorandum book; he will carry it sewed in about
the lining of his coat. Sometimes it is s6ld in candy
Owner of the Car-Let me have my bill, please.
falsely made up, hollow inside and packed full of
had some cheese and biscuits and a glass of bitI've
out
hollowed
in
or
cigarettes
in
dope; sometimes
rubber heels which are easily detachable from the ters. What has my chauffeur had? Waiter-Salmon trout, half a bottle of Moselle, black coffee and
boot. Women will conceal it in their hair.
a dozen cigars.
half
concerned
is
drugs
in
traffic
Another phase of this
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A FE·W GOOD ITEMS
FINAL DECREE ON LUSITANIA CLAIMS
Following the decision he made in 1918, Judge
Julius Mayer, of the U. S. District Court in New
York City, signed the final decree on July 14 absolving the Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd., from
all claims resulting from the sinking of the steamship Lusitania by a German submarine on May 7,
1915. ·rn the decision of 1918 Judge Mayer exonerated the Cunard Company from all blame in the
loss of the passenger ship, holding Germany alone
responsible for the sinking of the Lusitania, and
dismissed sixty-seven damage suits against the
Cunard Company. The decree of July 14 says the
sinking of the Lusitania and the consequent loss of
life and property were caused solely by the illegal
act of the Imperial German Government through its
instrument, the submarine commander. All claims
not already filed and those presented since the sinking of the Lusitania are barred, and the Cunard
Company is discharged from any liability, accord·
ing to the decree.

to ten cents a quart were snapped up at from thirty
to thirty-seven cents. The price of the consumer
never went below thirty cents this season. Strawberry syrup for flavoring soda water formerly sold
at sixty-five cents a gallon and is now quoted at $3.50
a gallon.
Farmers are elated. Many of them made an
average of $1,000 an acre on their strawberry crop
and they are looking forward to big profits next
year.
The packers, when the strawbeny season was
over, sent their employees to other work and closed
the factory.

THE PERCUSSION CAP
It was some time time after the discovery of powder before the first gun was invented, supposedly by
a monk named Berthold Schwartz, about 1325. The
combination of gun and gunpowder soon became
popular but they had some inconveniences attached
to their use. After the gun was loaded it was
necessary to apply a lighted match to the vent hole
to set off the charge. It was difficult to aim and fire
with precision. Rain and wind made the use of the
WELLS FLOWED REFINED KEROSENE
Not only coal oil but refined kerosene which may gun almost impossible. For five centuries there was
be burned in lamps is flowing from the mysterious comparatively little improvement in firearms.. The
first great advance was the invention, in 1825, of the
oil wells as Ramsey near Peterborough, England.
The oil was first dicovered nearly two years ago percussion cap. This was rendered possible by the
rising to the top of ,vater wells in that town. After discovery of substances which would ignite or exa thousand gallons or so had been collected the flow plode on being subjected to friction or a blow. Chief
diminished, but two or three gallons were gathered among these substances are fulminate of mercury
and chlorate of potash. Chlorate was discovered
from the top of the water each day until lately.
On July 1 two of the wells showed a largely in- about 1786 by Count Berthollet. Chlorate, like saltcreased yield, which has continued. As the oil was peter, contains a large amount of oxygen which it
refined it was thought at first that it had leaked is ready to give up. rt gives up its oxygen much
from some tankage station, but this has been dis- more easily than saltpeter,- however, as any blow
proved by geologists, and the theory is accepted or friction will start trouble if the chlorate is mixed
that by some freak of nature the oil is purified in the with an inflammable substance. A mixture of sugar
strata an~ then f?rced to the surface through the and chlorate, or of sulphur and chlorate make violent explosives.
.
only opc_n:n~s available.
After these chlorate mixtures were discovered it
The v1c1mty of the find has not been drilled by the
prospec_tors, who ar_e now tc~ting what are believed was found that by placing some of the substance in
t~ be important 011 fields m other parts of the\ the pan of a gun and allowing it to be struck by a
properly con~tructed hammer, the gun could be fired
kingdom.
with more certainty than with the old flint lock.
Afterwards fulminate of mercury was discovered.
PACKERS BUY STRAWBE'RRIES
Prohibition indirectly produced an extraordinary This substance was soon found to be suitable for
making percussion caps, and it is today used for this
condition in the strawberry market this year.
Prices went higher than ever before because a purpose to such an extent that it is one of the most
Chicago packing house opened what was said to be important of explosives, in spite of the fact that it
the largest fruit preserving plant in the world in the is used only for the purpose of starting the explosion
heart of the strawberry district of Delaware and of other substances and never used by itself. It is a
the Eastern Shore of Maryland and bought the prod- grayish powder, extremely sensitive to shock or fricuct of great ben-y producing fields virtually Y,ithout tion, and very dangerous to handle. When it is
regard to cost to meet the tremendous demand for ignited or exploded it always. goes off with extreme
ice cream and soft drinks produced by the "dry" violence. For this reason it seems to be particularly
suited to act in starting the explosion of relatively
period.
Strawbenies that normally sold for from five inert substances such as T. N. T.
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OLD COINS WANT ED

ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
$1,200 LOST TWO YEAR S
FOUN D IN WATE R
A wallet contai ning $1,200 and
valuable papers , the proper ty of
Dr. W. R. Hodgson, of Stoneham,
lost while canoei ng two years
ago by A. A. Dunha m of Spring field, Mass. He found the wallet
floating, in Watersh ops Pond.
At the time Dr. Hodgson was
capsized he also lost a rifle and
binoculars, and employed a diver
to search for them withou t suecess.

around one of the wheels of the
machi ne and fasten ing the end
of the chain around a tree. An
automobile thief jacked up the
car, loosening the wheel which
was chaine d to the tree, took it
off, and then remov ing the extra
wheel from the rear of the car,
put it on in the place of the wheel
which had been droppe d off, and
drove away, leavin g the single
wheel chaine d to the tree.

$2 to $500 EACH pa.id tor Hundred • •t
Colns dat~d before 18:15. .Keep ALL eld
MoneJ'. You may buve Colus worth a
Seud 10c. tor New
Lar&e Premium .
Illustrat ed Coin Value Boo!.:. size 4x6.
Once.
at
Get Posted
91..A.BKI I: COffl 00 •• BOK & Le JiteF, l'f. T..

$

FUN AND AMUSE MENT

OH, BOY! A.~YBOD Y CAN
NOW 11\IITA TE BIRDS,
FOWLS, ANIIIIAL S, STEAMBOAT WHISTL ES. ~lUSICA L
INSTRU MENTS, ETC., with
mouth and hand~. New book,
"1111mlcr y •impliJle d" (Ulu.,.
trated), reveal& how. Surprla-lmltatlon a
37
ea•Y·
ill&'IY
complete , 25 cent&, postpaid .
lo
ordera
A.ddresa all
WOLFF NOYELT Y CO., Dept. 1,
No. 165 W. 2Sd St., N. Y.

NEW AUTO MOBI LE LOCK
RUBBER V A.CUUM SUCKER S.
A new automobile lock has en- The latest novelty out I Dishes and platea
closthe
h
throug
will stick to tbe table, cups to the sauceJ'S
BASEBAL:f: 0~ B~LL FIGHT S tered the field
Uke glue. Put one under a glass and then
0.
F.
the
of
ations
negoti
of
ing
favor
You can't. Lots of fun.
to Uft it.
. Baseball is b~ddmg for
wet
ny with trv
A.iways put it on a smootb surface and
m parts of Me~ico and may su_P- B. Manuf acturin g Compa
the rubber. Many otber tricks can be acny,
Compa
lty
.
Specia
er
no'felty.
Wagn
tbls
the
with
dised
complish
p_lant bull ~ghtm g ~nd other
Price, 12 cts. e9-ch by mail. postpaid . Ir.
~mctly native pastime~, accord- No. 1902 Broadw ay, NewB.York.
FRAN)[ SMITH, S8S Lenox A.Ye., New Yor
ComThe lock is the F. O.
mg to a Da}las spo!tm g goods
It differs
concern,. which has Just mad~ a binatio n Auto Lock. theft
pro- GOOD LUCK GUN FOB.
large shipm ent of baseball equip- radica lly from other
The real westecn article,
a
with
g
men~ to Monterey, North ern tection devices in lockin
carried by the cowboya. It
combi nation like a safe, instead is made of fine leather.
Mexi~o.
dial with a hichly nickelf f
This concern recent ly sent a of with a key. Twirli ng gthe
the buckle. The holster conto
turnin
and
car,
the
locks
rn
salesm an t~oug h the northe
a metal irun, of the ..
re- tains pattern
nation
combi
as those use4
part of Mexico and h~ repori;ed three numbe r
tame
by all the moat famo\11
~hat_ baseball was rapidlY: gam- leases it.
The lock is fixed on the steer- 1,couta. Any boy wearinc
mg m favor and pr~diced it s?on
one of iheae fobs will atcolumn and acts on the steer- tract
ing
e
~ould become a nat10nal pastim
It will
attentio n.
in
wheels
ing gear. It holds the
rive him an air of western
m that countr y.
The pretties t
a straig ht line, defeating the romance. servicea
ble watch
most
thieve s by makin g it impossible and
INGEN IOUS THIE F
fob eTer made. Send fer
efin
s
corner
ene to-day. Price 20 centa
An automobile owner at Hallo- for them to turn
by mail !)ostpai d.
well, leavin g his car, hitche d it forts to drive or tow the car each
FRA.NK IUUTB. SIIS Lenox A.n,, N. Y,
to a tree by windin g a chain away.

'' "Mevina Picture Stories''
GAZINE
ERY MA
"M YST
COPY
ne Deveted to Photoplays and Players
HED SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A
A Weekly Macazi

PUBLIS
Handso me Colored Covers -48 Pages of Readin g-Grea t
Author s-Famo ui, Artists -Fine Presswork

sketchea.
It contains exciting and mysterio us detective stories, & matter.
novelette s, serials and a lar&e amount of other interestin
Order a cooy from this list.
No.
2\l 'l'Hf,;

30
31
32
33
34

-LATE ST ISSUE SNo.

TH I RTE ENT H
DOOR, by Edith Ses~lons
'l'uvper.
'l'HJ,; GAME OF DETEC·
'l'IVE CAI!EW , by Lecrnar<I
J.erome.
LAW-M AKER AND LAWBREAK ER, by Beu I ah
Poynter.
'l'HE COUN TERFE IT
HEIRES S, by h>specto r :I.
Harriaian .
TRACKE D TO CHINA, b;r
Chief Roger O'Brien.
Al<'TER TIIE GE RM 4 .'N
SPIES. by May Halsey 111'.lJler.

35 THE CL UFJ IN THE BOX,
by Alexande r Douailas.
36 TRAILE D BY A FRENCH
DJJ:'l'EC'. rIVE, by R. Renaud.
37 A DROP OF INK, by Lieut.
Rotert W. Warden.
3S 'l'HE TEN DOCTOR S, b;r
Allan Arnold Fox.
39 THE STAIN ON PAGE 61.
by Charles T. Jordan.
40 THE l\JASKED MYSTER Y,
by Police Sergennt Kelly.
41 THE BLACK SOUL, by
Benlnh Poynter.
,:i SANCTU ARY, by William
Hamilton Osborne.

The Famous Detectiv e Story Out To-day in No. 43 is
"THE MYSTE RY OF THE SEVEN SHADO WS," By
Charles Fulton Oursler .

______________________ -

.._

)-"RANK TOUSEY . Pablbhe r, lei

w_
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PRICE SIX

l
I
!

CENTS

PER COPY

~~i~

! 1 ! e ? ~ ~ a d : ~ a ~ ~ ! : d ~~er

ef Promin ent Perform ers. Out Every Friday.

Each number contains Five Stories of
Half -cone Scenes !rOlll
Articles About Promine nt People in
s In the Studios :I.Ild
Actresse
and
Actors
Lessons in Scenario Writ.in&.

I Screens- h:legaut
THIS

tbe Best Films on the
the Plays-I nte resting
the 1'' 1lms-1Jo iugs of
While Picture- makillai -

FOR
LITTLE MAGAZ INE Gl\'ES YOU MORE l'UBKONEY THAN A.NY O'J:HER SL\1.ILA R
I
T
ll.~llKE
LIOATIO N ON THE

YOUB

its
Its authors are the very best thut money c&.n procure;
are by
profuse Illustrati ons are exquisite , ant! its special articles
.
the &reatest experts in tbeir particula r line.
6 cents la
Buy a CIJPY Now trom your newsdea ler, or a~nd us
number
money or postai:-e stamps, and we will mall you llAJ'
you deaire.

'--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- HARRY E. WOLFF , Pub., 166 W. 23d St .. New York City

ADD• TO YOUR WEIGHT

,v

ould yo• like to udd several pounds of
healthy Jie,;ll? l)o you long tor the joys of
trau(lullllty and robust health? Do you
1•dsh to udd to your efficiency-to become
able to do better work, thereby increasing
your earning power?
Here's a prescription: Avena 1atlva. a
highly concentrated extract ol the most powerful nutritive principle of oats; phosphoruo,
the renowned nutritive nerve stimulant; BUI
vomlca, the widely recognized stimulant
tunic; mulra puama, a stro11g vltallzlng
root extract. These ingredients should Improve the appetite and aid in the development of health, ilesh and muscle when taken
tn properly prepared fo1·m in connection
with specli!.1 simple <lh"ections.
'1'hese ingredients, in carefully compounded
preportlous tor your sate personal use, are
found in Woode Vigor 'l'abules, of which you
may obtain a bo", postpaid, by sending Sl
to E. J. Woods, Inc., VB-103, Station F,
New York, N. Y.
For •nderweight, lack ot development,
general weakness, brain fag, exhaustion due
to overwork or e"cesses; to combat bad
ell'ects of smoking or chewing or snuff using;
tor ner'fousness, spells of depression, alter
e!l'.ects ot long 1trsln upon the nerves or
organs of the body, paleness, for overcoming the depressing ell'ects of secret bad habits, for timidity, teeUngs of tear, lack of good
bluod, enerva.tion o.nd numerous other forms
of weiiknes$. try Woods Vieor Tabulea.

60Days'TriaI
'

In every business there
is one "best way" and that
way pays. - So in life insurance: the best way is
the up-to-date, Mn-agency
way, because it saves so
much of the money that
generally goes for agency
~xpense. The leading nonagency institution in this
country-the one that thus
saves fo~ you-i~ ~he

P-OUOI Cife
:Jmuronce Company
RESOURCES, $9,000,000

flend onl1 10 con!ll In caall or stamps and your w&lat
meaaurement. Upon receipt we !hall tmmed1atel1 send
7ou a Genuine Sa.nden Eloetrlc "Belt. l'n a few houri
It will roach you by parcel vo•t. If you Uk• It pay
the postman •n1Y $4. 75, and & llelt o! $10 value will
be youn. Wear the Belt for 60 day,, a12d It utlst!ed,
recommend it ro your friends. It not •• tllt!od, return
the Belt to ua lmmedl•tcJy and we ah&IJ return your
money as 100n as tllo Belt reaches us. If sou 1Utrer
from doblllty, b&ckaobe, rheumatism. dyspepsia, or an:,
trouJ)le due to a run-dcwn system. this is an opportunity you 1hould not miss. The S&nden lierculex llelt
Is the best In the world. and the offer '" m&ke 11
absolutely 1enulne. Uncle Sam will ••• that we cam
~
it out And that you are :Protected.

INSURANCE IN FORCE, $40,000,000

You arrange for your PosTAL LIFE Policy direct-by mail or
personally at the Company's home office: you are not bothered by
a life-insurance agent nor misinformed nor misled by anyone and
your Policy is not saddled with yearlY. commissioµs.

Tbe Berculex Co., 1416 B'way, NewYork,Dept.ll
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ASTHMA SUFFERERS
A New Home Cure That Anyone Can UH
Without Discomfort or Lou of Time.
We have ·a New Method that cures Asthma,
and we want you to try it at our e:!lpense.
No matter whether your case Is o! longstanding or recent development, whether it
is present ns occasional or chronic Asthma,
you should send for a free trial of our
method. No matter in what climate you
live, no matter what your age or occupation, if you are troubled with asthma. our
metnod should relieve you promptly.
We especially want to send it to those
apparently hopeless cases, where all forms
of inhalers, douches, opium preparations,
fumes, ''patent smokes," etc., have failed.
We want to show everyone at our own expense that this new method is designed to
end ah dltl!cult breathing, all wheezing, and
all those terrible paroxysms at once and for
ail time.
This tree otrer Is too fmportant to neglect
ll efntrle day. Write now, and then betrln
the method at once. Send no money. Simply
mail coapon below. Do Jt Today.

FREE ASTHMA COUPON
l!'RONTIER ASTHMA CO. Room 1341''
Niacara and Hudson Sts., Buffalo, N.Y.

Su4 free trial of your method to:

....._........~··· ··········· ........... .

~--····••A.••····················

~!!~8M!! ~~o~~~ II
I am happy and If you are troubled with bolls or
,JmplH 1 want to d:n you the Joy 1ur11rl11 of yout
lite by scnd!nr a proof treatmont ot tha wondufully

~~~!1~
fuur:i~"~;i~~alca~~11t ec~d t~e~ 1;11!o~ki::
S-cent
fo

EUclose
W1W not voul
for others.
matltnl•
l!ltomps to co,er my expen•• of this notice
..i.lldnu, Jam11 W. Grtf1¥, IH·A, P1rtland, lil&IDI,
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REDUCE WEIGHT EASILY
No more worry about your over-stoutneH. Take Oil of
orein, follow the simple, health - imP,roving Korein system
nd it is positively guaranteed you w1ll lo11e 10 to 60 pounds
r even more-whatever amount of superfluous fat you need
o be rid of-or this self treatment will cost you nothing. We
ffer $100.00 Cash Guarantee! It is in every box.
Measure and weigh yourself now; watch the delightful
teady reduction. Become healthier, younger in appearance,
ore active and attractive; gain real beauty.
This method is also guaranteed to be perfectly harmless. Oil
f Korein is not a laxative; contains no thyroid-but is a vegealized oil containing genuine fucus vesiculosu&, an ingredient
btained from certain sea weeds. Those who follow Korein system
are astonished at the reduction - after all
else fails. Recommended by physicians.

A prominent Philadelphi:m, George Reynolds1 Walton Avenue, lost 20 lbs. the first month and continuea using Oil of
Korein, massaging himself daily, until he reduced 6-i lbs.
Mrs. J. B. Bansen, Plattsville, reduced 20 lbs. in less than 2
months. Mrs. L. C. Patrickt_Niland, wanted to reduce 8 lbs.
and did so in two weeks. Miss Ray lost 69 lbs. An Albany
business man, F. G. Drew, lost 56 lbs. in 3 months. Many
say "1'1t seems to melt away," or "measurements decrease
like mag:c," etc. Legions of voluntary testimonials.
Don't canjr the tedious burden of unhealthy fat. Become
slcnd-er and attractive by this superior easy method. Amaze
yourself and friends. Increase your efficiency!
Oil of Korein comes in capsules, easy to take. Buy a small
box at any busy pharmacy; or the druggist will get it for you.
Or, write us and we will mail you -a box in plain wrapper,
which you may pay for when it comes to you.
Begin reducing now ! Become thin and stay so! I
New Book "'Reduce Weight Happily" ,rivea helpful inform•·
tion. Will be mailed free on request. Cut this adverti,el!'lent
out and keep it. Show fat .friends. Do not lose this chant~ of
a lifetime to improve youraelf marvelously. Address:

mm
II
I

And How to Feed

' KOREIN CO.. NL-103, Sta. F., New York
The ROCHE

A Home Cure Given B,r
One Who Had It
In the spring of 1833 I was attaclted by Muscular and InflammaI suffered as
tory Rheumatism.
only those who have It know for
I tr!Pd remedy
over three years.
atter remed~·. and doctor after doctor, but suc:h i·ellef ·as I received
Finally, J
was only tcm1,orary.
found a remedy th::..t cured me completely, and It has never returned.
l have given it to a numb~r who
were terribly afl1!cted and even
bedridden with Rh,,umatism. and It
e!l'.ectcd a. cure in '"' ed• case.
I want every sufferer from any
form of rheumatic trouble to try
this marveluus healing power. Don't
send a cent; simply mail your name
and address and 1 will send it free
to try. After you have used it and
it has proven Itself to be that longlooked-for means of curing your
rheumatism, you may send the
price of it, one dollar, but understand. I do not want your money
unless you are perfectly satisfied to
send Jt. Isn't that fair? Why s1;1t!er any longer when positive relfe!
is thus ol?'ered you free? Don't delay. Write to-day.
Mark H. Jackson, No. 659-E Gurney Bldg-., Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. Jacbon la nepooafble ,

Electric Hygienic Machine

30 Da,,•' Trial. Don't B• a DeatlOneatl'lft,,
Shouldbein
£voryHo,ne
Jt hltlf'HStl1 bl-4
clrculatloa,•tro.,-11•h• Ofld soolhH lb.
aerns. lrlnfl 9l--,

Th• Via•,...,. Man •r

i:oc

BLANK CARTRIDGE
Only eJ
PISTOL

boy ahouJd ha•e one. Order at once. Get
an Amerkan fiae FREE. Money refunded
I! dealr&d.
II, II, L1wl1

c,.,

He Quit Tobacco

~:~1!~~d~,;~rfer~~¥:!~·1"1!,1

Tbia veteran, S. B.
Lamphere, was addicted to the excessive use
of tobacco tor many
years. He wanted to
quit, but needed something to help him.
He learned of a free
book tbut tells about
tobacco habit aad how
to conquer it qu..ickly, easily and safely . In
u recent lettei· he writes: "I have no desire tor tollacco any more. I tee! like a new

r:~::~~ne:.~~
:,~~f:~.
r~e1&1natl1m, IJO\l\, luinbapor
ht.tdoo~g- utcries, bo wre
t• laniJtil'&ta this naa.chlne.

Tak.ea the ,tace of nerc:J.N.
Give yout mu"elcs tinn ela.t-

tlcltr; be nelthtrfat oor tbla.

' V~~:M:i:::T

Do you re1Jl&e
what this machlao
mca•s to one wa.ntinl' ha Yitai airenath.
or sufhrJnr from
ftb1n,y,

man."

n•,.,..•

fnva,ttad lty
Prof. J. •· Roche.

Aernondaer thl, Ma.
chiao I•

•o" a

yJbratot

or a hlwb hequeri,cy 1;11r

dC> ii to tllruw on the 1wttd1;. Be aura to •rile for 1'9.EH
800K. It U hr,,...,. ••ul .,.,_.,_ who want to bc'°mo
._nltl:ay, "rigorous and •fflclco.t. Thll rnHrtl you! Addreut

RocJia l!lactric Macli.. C.., SS, Crud RaDida, Mioli.

For protection a~d 1port, every man and

1400 e,.a,wq, Now York Cltr

•

es.a w.

Baby Rinr.

Open Legs, Ulcers, Enlarged Veins, Eczema heaJeo
wh.1le you work. \Vrlte for book "How to Be&l l{)
Soro Lep at Home.'• Deacrtbe your case.
A. C. LIEPE, 1457 Green Bay Avenue, Mllwaukeo, WI&

Clyde Truman. Box 959. Perryo-.We, Ohio.

rocoJnotor atada, vo:rtl«o,
kcadncbH, neuralrta. ncr-

•nd varfooae v•lnaT

SORE LEGS HEALED
Satisfaction guaranteed. Particulars,
testimonials and a sample evolution free.

Wonum f• L••dor
of AU
You ca:noct re&llir.o the bcne
ftttCerived ir=irn thi• m:tr.chin
H'C'cpt you trv tt. o.,e rr«t•
toeat wtll C4'nY\Q,i. e you oJ lt1

:::.o:.:~':1 .,:r;

America's
H. CUT GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Pioneer
Dog Medicines 118 Weat 31st Street, New York

CHALK-TALK ~!~~!Ar:L

lo lh• •IHplNI.

ro:;t:~n~;,~=~•;N~t~r~q~a:!~~~- h1fl~:~1\,':.!'f;

Above atatemeDt troe.

:r.::,i~

Maned tree t. any addr- 117
tb .bthor

BE WELL AND KEEP WELL

lheu.matism

BOOK ON'

DOG DISEASES

l'Rlili IZ kt

tt•

J.zo 101d bllod.

To ma.lte tr1enda and Introduce our Maaulne
eta, for• 9 month••
and kine '3uya1J)•, e,on~6
yout alte, will be
•ub•~ri_p_U_gn, and
• cPhllllpa, S.q-.
Hrit JtRJu:;. po•tpat
New •
4&fll ill•, P•P'• ._..

Any one desiring a copy of this book on
tobacco habit smoking and cbewltig ran
),(et it free, postpaid. by writing to Edward
J. WoodR, TV-10~. Statloa Ji', New York
City. You will lie surprised and pleased.
L.ook !or q ukter n\•n·es, sl ronger heart, better digestion, Improved eyesight. increased
vigor. longer life and other advantages it
you (!ult polsonln:r ynnrselt .

WILD WEST
~LATEST ISSUES855. Young Wild West at Spangle Springs; or, The Toughest
Town In Texas.
856 Young Wild West and the Renegade Ranchman; or, Arletta
!n a Trap.
857 Young Wild West's Gold Dust Drift; or, Losing a Cool Mil,
lion.
858 Young Wild West and tbe Overland Outlaws; or, Arletta s
Deuth Charm.
859 Yonn,:r Wild West and the Ace ot Clubs; or, A Human Pack
of Cards.
860 Young Wild West at Death Valley; or, Arietta 'and tbe Cli!f
ot Gol.d
861 Young Wild West and the Bowle Band ; or. A Hot Hunt in
tbe Horse Hills.
862 x oung Wild West and the Apache Princess: or, Arletta's
Fierce Foe.
863 Young Wild West's Bucking Bronchos; or, The Picnic at
Panther Pass.
864 Young Wild West's Cowboy Charm; or, Arletta and the Border
Bandits.
865 Young Wild West's Lucky Lode; or, Making a Thousand
Dollars a Minute.
IJ'or sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt

WEEKLY
866 Young Wild West and the California Coiners; or, Arletta at
Bay.
867 Young Wild West Raking In Riches; or, Arietta's Great PanOut.
868 Young Wild West Marked tor Death; or, A Tough Time at
Tombstone.
869 Young Wild West Trailing a Traitor; or, Arletta's Triple
Danger.
870 Young Wild West's Clever Cowboys; or, The Rough Riders
ot the Ranch.
871 Young Wild West and Geronimo; or, Arietta and the Apache
Attack.
872 Young Wild West Standing Pat; or, Cheyenne Charlie's Call.
873 Young Wild West Hemm<'d In; or, Ar!ctta's Last Shot.
874 Young Wild West on a Twisted Trail; or, Arietta's Running
Fight.
875 Young Wild West and the Gila Girl; or. Arletta and the Outlaw Quee n.
876 Young Wild West's Raid in the Rpckles; or, Grilling the
Gulch Gang.
877 Young Wild West and the Colorado Cow Punchers; or, Arietta
and the Dead Line.
878 Young Wlld West and "Slippery Simon"; or, Trailing an
Outlaw King.

ot prlce,

6 cents per copy, in money or pastege stamps, by

168 West 23d St .. New York.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out

and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by return
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

OUR

TEN-CENT

NAPOLEON'S 0BACULUJII AND
l>REA.."\f BOOK.-Containing the great oracle
of human destiny; also the true meaning of
almost any kind of dreams, together with
charms, ceremonies, and curious games of
cards.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-Tbe great
book of magic and care! tricks, containing
full in,structiun on all the leading card tricks
ot the day, also the most popula~ magical
Ulnslons as performed by our leadrng magiclans; every boy ~hould obtain a copy of
this book.
No s. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and
wiles· of flirtation are fully expl ained by this
little book. Besides the various me thods of
handkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, window
and hat flirtation, it contains a full list of
the language and sentiment of flowers.
No. -1,C HOW TO DANCE is the title of
this little book. It contains full instructions
in the art of dancing, etiquette iu the ball room and at parties, how to dress, and full
directions tor calling off In all popular
square dances.
No. r,, HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love, courtship and ,marriage,
giving sensl!Jle advice, rules and etiquette to
be observed, with many curious and Interestlng things not generally irnowu.
No, G. HOW TO BEOOME AN ATHLETE.
-Giving full instruction tor the use of
dumbbells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, horl,:ontal bars and various other methods of
1 h Y muse 1e; con t a! nd eveloping a goo a• h eat
lng over sixty illuS t rations.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP DIRDS.-Hand1omely lllustrated and containing full _Inetructions for the management and tralnmg
of the cnuary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
lio. 9... HOW TO BECOlllE A VENTRILOQUIST.-B:r Ilarry Kennedy. Every lntell!g-ent boy reading this book of instructions
can master tile art, and create auy amount
ot tun !or himself and friends. It is th e
greatest book ever published.
No 10. HOW TO BOX.- The art of selfdefense made easy. Containing over thirty
Illustrations of guards, blows, and tbe differ~nt position of a good boxer. Every boy
should obtain one of tbese useful and instructlve books, as it will teach you how to
box without an Instructor.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOTE-LETTERS.-A most complete little book, containlng full directions for writing love-letters,
and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12 no,v TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADIES·.-Givlng complete instructions for
-writing letters to ladies on all subjects; also
letters ot introduction, notes and requests.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
ETIQUETTE.-It is a great life secret, and
one that every young man desires to know
all about . . There's havviness iu it.
For sale by all newsdealers, or wlll be sent to
No. 1,

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

HAND

No, 1-l. HOW TO lllAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book tor making all kind·s of
candy, ice-cream , syrups, essences, etc., etc.
lSo. 18. HOW TO DECOUE BEAUTIFUL.
-One of the brightest and most valuable
little books e,er given to tbe world. Everybody " ·isbes to know how to become heauti'.fhe secret is
!nl, both male and female.
simple, and almost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A complete compendium of
games, sports, card diversions, comic recltations, etc., suitable for parlor or drawingroom entertainment. It co:r:,• ·,s more for
the money than auy !Jook puLi;,sbed.
No. 21. now TO HUNT AND FISH.-Tbe
most complete hunting nod fls!Jiug guide
ever published. It contains !ull lnst.nH'tions
about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping
and fishing, together with descrlpti11n of
game and fish.
No. 22.

HOW TO DO SECOND SICtllT.-

Heller's second sight explained by hls tormer a ssistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Exwatnlng
how the secret dialogues were carried or... between tbe magician and the boy on rha
stage; also giving all the codes and signals.
No. 23.

HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS . -

~:bis little book gives the explanation to all
kinds of dreams, together with lucky and
•
unlucky days.

No. 24 - now TO WRITE LETTERS TO

GENTLElllEN.-Containiug full instructions
for writing to g en tlemen on all subjects.
No. 25. JIOW TO BECOJIUJ: A GYMNAST.
-Containing full instructions for all kinds
of gymna stic sports and athletic exercises.
l
tl
b"
i
E b
r~'::so~ac,v~ Ir;~j~~a11 i luS t rations. ]3y ProHOW TO ROW, SAIL AND
No. 26.
BUILD A UOAT.-Fully illustrated. Full
instructions are given iu this little hook togetber with instructions on swimming 'and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK
OF RECITATIONS.-Contnlnlng the most

popular selections in use, comprising Dutch
dialect, French dia lect, Yankee and Irish cliaJect pieces, together with many standard
readings.
No, 28-

HOW TO TELL FORTUNES_

BOOKS

No. 31.

now TO BECOME A SPEAK-' I

ER.-Contuining !oua.tecn Illustrations, glv.
ing the differeut positions requisite to be·
corue a good speaker, render and elocutionist.
Also containing gems from all the popular
authors of prose and poetry.
No. 32.

now TO r.JDE A BICYOLE -

Containing in structi ons for beginners, choice

ot a macbwe, hints on training, etc.
complete book.
tions.

A

ll'ull ol practical illustra-

No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little book. containing the
rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle,
backgarnn:1 on, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 36.

HOW TO SOLVE CONl.'NDRUUS

-Conta ining all the leading conun<lrums or
the dny, amusing riddles, curious catches
and witty sayings.
No. 38.

HOW TO bECO'.rE YOUR OWN

DOCTOR,-A wonclcrful book, containing
useful and practical infonnat1on in the treatment of ordinary disease~. anrl nilments common to every family. Ahonnrling in useful
and efl'ectlve recipes for general complaints.
No. 89. now TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND RABDIT S.-A useful

und instructiyc book.
ed.

lia udsomcly iJJus trat-

HOW TO J\L\.RE AND SET
No. 40.
TRA.PS.- Including hints ou how to rat<-h

m_o1 es, weasels, ott·e1-, rats. ~quirrels and
lnrd s. Also bow to cure skins . Copiou ·!y
Illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
ll[E!''S JOKE BOOK.-Co ntain iug a great
variety of the latest jok<"s used l>y the most
famous end men. No amateur minst rels ls

complete without this wonderful little book.
42.

No.

TnE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

STUJIIP SPEAKER.-Containing a varied assortment of. stump speeches. Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end m P-n ' s jokes. Just the
thing for home amusement and amateur
shows.
No. 43. HOW TO DI!lCO~CJ: A llIAGICIAN
-Containing the grandest assortment of
magiral illusions ever piacerl before the
public. Also tricks with cards, Incantations,
etc.

Everyone is desirous of knowing what J:iia
future life will bring forth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty. You can
tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALNo. 29. HOW TO BECOl\IE AN IN.VENn ·uM.- A grand collection of Album Verses
TOR.-Every boy should know bow invensuitable tor any time an<l occasion, embractions originated. This book explains them
log Lines ot Lm·e. AffP<·tlo n. Sentiment. Hu-,
all, giving examples in electricity, hydraulics.
mor, Respcd. nnd Condolence, also Verses
magnetism, optics, pneumatics. Illl'cllanlcs,
Suitable for Valentines and Weddings.
"
etc.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK l\IJN.
No. 30. HOW TO 0OOK.-One of ,ne most
STREL GUIUE AND JOI,E BOOK - Someinstructive books on cooking ever published.
thing new and very instructive. Everv boy
It contains recipes tor cooking meats, fish,
should obtain tbis book, as it contains fuil
game, and oysters; also nies, puddings,
Instructions for organizing an amateur mincakes and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
strel trouoe.
_
.
collection ot recives.
any address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy, or 3 tor 25c .. In money or postage stamps, bJ'

..
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168 West 23d St.. New York

